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1 Summary
This document was organized in order to give to the reader a complete overview about the developed
work, in the sense that he/she should learn the theoretical concepts first and then be aware of how the
concepts were applied, being presented meanwhile, some existing tools and examples related with Topic
Maps.
Chapter 2 presents the general motivation. CORONET (Corporate Software Engineering Knowledge
Networks for Improved Training of the Work Force), a project with educational and training purposes,
constitutes the main motivation in the sense that this work will contribute for its development.
Introduction (chapter 3) opens the door for starting to understand the Topic Map concept.
In chapter 4, the topic maps model is explained in detail. For that, the history of it (Background) makes
possible to understand how and when this model was “born” and its evolution. Structuring unstructured
information sources and a comparison between Topic Maps and XML are the other sub-chapters that
precede the Standard Presentation, Some Missing points of the standard were identified and explained in
chapter 4.4.3.
The motivation for developing this work is an important point to focus because it shows how this model
fits to the actual needs of knowledge management and organization, and how it represents an evolution
of mapping knowledge structures and actual knowledge representation approaches. Besides this, Topic
Maps can be seen as a new Learning model and being this work integrated in the CORONET project, that
constitutes also a motivation. In chapter 5, all these points are focused in detail.
Chapter 6 is about implementations issues. Implementing Topic Maps involves different phases and they
are explained here. Some paradigms about Visualization precede the description of a new paradigm for
Topic Maps Visualization, based on them. This new visualization paradigm intends to create a new way
for visualize big information repositories.
The existing Topic Map tools and some others related ones are presented in chapter 7.
The examples of Topic Maps implementation available on the web appear in chapter 8. It was tried to
start with the simplest example and then show the evolution attending to the navigational features and
organization of the displayed information. One example of a meaning-based search engine is also
presented. Although it isn’t based on Topic Maps, it is an example of how future search engines based on
Topic Maps could work.
The analysis of a real scenario for application of the Topic Maps model on it is the focus of Chapter 9,
together with a Topic Maps application architecture proposal. A small demo shows how this new concept
can be applied in a real implementation scenario. Not all the features of the concept were explored but
the aim was just to create a demo for starting to identify some implementation problems that might occur
as well as to start thinking and visualizing how this concept could fit in the CORONET project.
Chapter 10 is about the outlook of Topic Maps. Some questions with no answer yet and some future
developments proposals are found here.
Conclusions, Glossary, Resources and Annexes are the following and final chapters.
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2 General Motivation
The idea of elaborating this Thesis appeared in the context of the CORONET project. This European
Research project aims to provide a comprehensive methodology and a technical platform for unrestricted
professional education and training in best software engineering practices [IESE 2000]. The key word for
this effort is systematic management of knowledge. For that, creation, exploitation, sharing and re-use of
knowledge are features that must be provided. Applying the Topic Maps model it is possible to achieve
this.
But the CORONET project aims more. Its main objectives are:
•

To provide a flexible learning/training environment making use of a knowledge network

•

Enabling collaborative work

•

Consenting visualization of courseware contents

•

Creation of learner profiles

•

Development and implementation of a new hypermedia learning environment to support
CORONET-train (the new training approach)

•

Improvement of hypermedia courseware production through reuse of existing knowledge
packages on software engineering methods and techniques

•

Validation of CORONET-train in industrial environments

•

Empirical demonstration of the benefits of CORONET-train.

In the next figure it is possible to see the role that Topic Maps play in the CORONET environment.

Learning
Environment

XSL
CSS
Xlink
XQL
HTML

Topic Map
Viewer

Structured
Knowledge

Navigation, Visualization,
Visualization,
Query ((Search
Search)
Search)

Human
XML Document
Classification/
Classification/
XML Editor
Topic Map
Generator

Experience
Base

Taxonomy
Application

Knowledge Domain Environment

Figure 1: CORONET knowledge domain environment
This European project acts here as the application scenario. As Topic Maps make easier to deal with big
information repositories, organising all the information according to its context and enabling then correct
visualizations and searches, applying it to this project could be very useful.
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3 Introduction
To find a place in a geographical space we use maps. But the process of making maps of the real world
was not so easy. First, maps were nothing more than fiction. They reflected imagined worlds and they
were very stylized. Only in Middle Age maps start assuming some similarity to the real world.
Maps can be seen as an abstraction of one certain point of view about something. Maps are used to find
things. Maps have to be everyday more objectives because of the variety of produced information.
The euphoric search of information that it’s known in our days, require peremptorily maps of the available
information on the internet, intranets, electronic catalogues, whatever. There is a need of a model that
can provide a way for building new navigation forms, precise guides for getting the needed information,
structuring the information resources.
The problem is then to find a way of map large (or almost infinite) routes of information and exchanging
it in a standardized form. So, what the world needs is a virtual map of the information that everyone
understands and contributes for, dealing then with contextual information instead of all the content.
Topic Maps seem to satisfy these requirements.
ISO/IEC 13250 Topic Maps is the standard developed by the actually called Working Group 3 of SubCommittee 34 of ISO/IEC’s Joint Technical Committee (JTC 1). This standard was concluded in 1999 under
the editorship of Michel Biezunski, Martin Bryan and Steve Newcomb.
This ISO standard describes a model and declares an interchange format for topic maps.
A Topic Map is basically an XML (or SGML) document in which different element types are used to
represent topics, occurrences of topics, and relationships (or associations) between topics.
The Topic Maps model describes a mechanism for representing information about the structure of
information and organizing it into "topics". These topics have occurrences and associations that represent
and define relationships between the topics. Information about the topics can be inferred by examining
the associations and occurrences linked to the topic. A collection of these topics and associations is called
a topic map.
Topic Maps can be seen as a description of what is about a certain, by formally declaring topics, and by
linking the relevant parts of the information set to the appropriate topics [M. Biezunsky; S. Newcomb
1999].
A topic map expresses someone's opinion about what the topics are, and which parts of the information
set are relevant to which topics. Charles Goldfarb (the father of markup languages) usually compares
Topic Maps to a GPS (Global Positioning System) applied to the information universe. Talking about Topic
Maps is talking about knowledge structures. Topic Maps are the basis for knowledge representation and
knowledge management.
Enabling to create a “virtual map” of information, the information resources stay in its original form and
so they are not changed. Then, the same information resource can be used in different ways, for different
topic maps.
As it is possible and easy to change the map itself, the reuse information process is achieved.
Topic Maps architecture was also designed to allow merging between topic maps without requiring the
merged topic maps to be copied or modified.

NOTE: trough the document the word topic maps may appear this way or in capital letters. The first one is
meant to refer the map (of topics) itself and the second the model.
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4 TM as model for structuring information
4.1 Background
The original motivation for topic maps dates back to the early days of 1991. “Davenport” group was
deciding how to go about the development of a standard for software documentation and Hytime
(Hypermedia time based structuring language) was being considered. The group split meanwhile into two:
DocBook and CApH (Conventions for the Application of HyTime – under GCA Research Institute).
With Fred Dalrymple, Michel Biezunski, Wayne Wholer, and others, CApH went on to develop several
ways of modelling what they called “Topic Maps”. Some time before this, Fred Dalrymple and Michel
Biezunski thought about the problem of how to merge indexes. Their first inspiration was that indexes, if
they have any self-consistency at all, conform to models of the structure of the knowledge available in the
material that they index. But the models are implicit, and they are nowhere to be found! If such models
could be captured formally, then they could guide and greatly facilitate the process of merging modeled
indexes together. Then came the question of how to express such models and a CApH draft was written.
After they create the concept of Topic Maps, Michel B. carried the banner, almost alone, for several years.
Meanwhile, a standard proposal called “Topic Navigation Maps”, created by Michel B., was accepted by
ISO’s SGML working group in 1996 as a new work item. Martin Bryan and Steve Newcomb joined Michel
in 1997 and 1998 respectively. After several meetings, and intense debate about Topic Maps, the
standard was submitted in October 1998, for a four months period, to the members of the ISO for its final
committee. During this period of gestation the model changed many times and swung back and forth
from an extremely high level of generality to much more specific models designed to be used solely for
navigation [Pepper 99a].
The final result it’s a compromise that the working group believes to offer the optimal balance between
extreme power and flexibility on the one hand, and sufficiently well-defined semantics on the other. In
other words, it is a standard which will allow to do pretty much anything that can be thought of today
[Pepper 99b].

4.2 Structuring unstructured information sources
Having Databases and XML/SGML that provide an efficient way of structuring information sources (they
require pre-existing models - DTDs, schemas - and tools that help navigate once the structure is known),
there are also tools that help throwing some light in the darkness of the unstructured information, e.g.
the World Wide Web: powerful indexing engines, technologies based on clustering of semantics driven
from a language.
Allying object/relational database technologies and powerful linguistic tools would be the perfect
marriage.
In a structured information environment it is very important to know what the structure is because the
user has all the control. In unstructured information, the user relies on the result, provided by the tools
and usually has no or very little power to change the result obtained by this automatic processing.
Topic Maps deal with heterogeneous information repositories and allows the creation of user-editable
views of it. If the information repositories have been previously structured, and existing structure is
acceptable, then building a Topic Map becomes a nearly 100% automatic process. If they are not
previously structured, then building a useful topic map can take more time. But at the end, the result is
the same.
Topic maps can work as one source, multiple outputs, like SGML, with the difference that Topic Maps do
not require documents to have been produced in SGML from start. So, there may be as many topic maps
as possible on the same set of information.
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4.3 Topic Maps and XML
Actually, and since the beginning, the programming language for the Internet is the HTML (Hyper Text
Markup Language). Now that appears XML (Extended Markup Language), HTML is being forgotten
because XML meets the requirements that HTML could never meet. HTML is designed to provide logical
structure of information intended for presentation as Web pages. HTML contains a fixed set of markup
tags, and also defines their semantics. XML does not improve HTML. It changes completely the concept.
XML generates elements that are tailor-made to particular information types. XML allows then that
information is treated as "chunks", which can be accessed, updated, and combined in real time.
XML is a markup language for documents, that contains structured information. Structured information
contains both content (words, pictures, etc.) and some indication of what role that content plays (for
example, content in a section heading has a different meaning from content in a footnote, which means
something different than content in a figure caption or content in a database table, etc.). Almost all
documents have some structure [Walsh 1998]. With a markup language it’s easy to identify structures in a
document. Local parts of information can be queried and then the render of the document could be done
to any number of output media, according with different factors.
Topic Maps can be expressed using XML. To do it this way it’s just needed to respect XML constraints.
Besides that, Topic Maps consent anyone to contribute for the generation of maps about specific
information resources without modifying them, and XML only permits to have the author’s “view”.
Creating different topic maps about same information resource, enable having different perspectives of it.
Some effects that are similar to the effects of topic mapping can be achieved by converting an
information set into XML, and inserting tags that identify and describe the topics to which each passage is
relevant. This method is impractical and/or expensive for a variety of reasons; topic maps make this
method obsolete and unnecessary. The information sets do not have to change in any way in order to be
equipped with one or more topic maps.

4.4 Standard Presentation
The important thing nowadays is to reach information efficiently.
Topic Maps are a new paradigm for organizing, maintaining and navigating along information.
Topic Maps can provide the routes to information, such as a set of web resources on a server, but do not
have to be contained within that information. As a result they can be used to deploy information sets in
different environments with different requirements, and can also be personalized by individuals users and
user communities.
But Topic Maps do not only offer great powers of expression to knowledge system authors of a real-world
application. Because they are defined using well structured, internationalised and extensible interchange
syntax, they allow the capture of that knowledge to be visualised and published.
Since HTML linking syntax only supports the authoring of one-way links that contain no link type
information, it’s not possible to establish the meaning and context of an HTML link, unless time is invested
in authoring that extra information into the content (unmanageable and non-scalable solution). As result,
poorly designed and unconstrained indexes, searches and portals are created preventing users from
finding the data they need to find.
Topic Maps will unlock the potential of information and knowledge to users, allowing users to fulfill their
information needs more easily.
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4.4.1 Goals
Everyday more information is produced. So, now, more than ever, is urging to take benefits of methods
that can retrieve it.
Traditional tools used for navigating printed material, such as indexes, cross-references, glossaries,
catalogues, etc., are not powerful enough to satisfy the requirements in the world of online information
[Biezunski 1999].
”Topic Maps enable multiple, concurrent views of sets of information objects. The structural nature of
these views is unconstrained; they may reflect an object oriented approach, or they may be relational,
hierarchical, ordered, unordered, or any combination of foregoing. Moreover, an unlimited number of
topic maps may overlaid on a given set of information resources” [ISO 13250 1999].

Topic maps can be used:
!

To qualify the content and/or data contained in information objects as topics to enable
navigational tools such as indexes, cross-references, citation systems, or glossaries.

!

To create navigational features, linking topics. This can be used for creating thesaurus-like
interfaces to corpora, knowledge bases, etc.

!

To create views to specific users or purposes, filtering information. This filtering process could be
useful in the management of multilingual documents, management of access modes depending
on security criteria, delivery of partial views depending on user profiles and/or knowledge
domains, etc.

!

To structure unstructured information objects, or to facilitate the creation of topic-oriented user
interfaces that provide the effect of merging unstructured information bases with structured
ones. The overlay mechanism of topic maps can be considered as a kind of "external markup
mechanism", in the sense that an arbitrary structure is imposed on the information without
altering its original form.

!

To merge information (i.e. different Topic Maps)

!

To allow significant searches that retrieve the requested information

Topic Maps are a tool for organising information in a way that it is optimised for navigation [Biezunski
1999].
Having too much information could be the same as having no information at all. So, filters must be
created so that the information with real meaning could be presented to the user. This problem has
already been solved for printed material. Book indexes basically perform the same function, allowing
readers to go directly to the portion of the document that is relevant to their information need. Topic
maps also play the same roll that thesauri play in editorial consistency management.
Topic Maps are like an online printed index. However, they can do more: they are a powerful way to
manage link information, such as glossaries, cross-references, thesauri and catalogues.
Organised and retrieved online information is available when the Topic Maps concept is used. Topic Maps
aim to display the information requested by users. Topic maps can support (i.e., can be formatted as) a
wide variety of finding aids, including indexes and glossaries, both printed and online/interactive. The size
of the information sets for which topic maps represent finding aids can be large or small, including both
technical manuals and enterprise-wide (or even civilisation-wide) databases of documents [Biezunsky;
Newcomb 2000].
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4.4.2 The Model (characteristics)

4.4.2.1 Topic
A topic, in its most generic sense, can be anything. A person, an entity, a concept, really anything
regardless of whether it exists or has any other specific characteristics.
It constitutes the basis for the topic maps creation. It can be seen as a “multi-headed link, that points to
all its occurrences” (see below) [Biezunski 1999]. This “link” aggregates information about a given subject
(the thing that the topic is about).

The below figure shows some topics as example.

Da rmstadt

Fraunhof er
IGD

Germany

Centro de
Computacao
Gráfica

Figure 2: topics

4.4.2.2 Topic Type
A topic has a topic type or perhaps multiple topic types.
According to the previous example, Darmstadt is a topic of type city, Germany of type country and
Fraunhofer IGD and CCG of type institute. In the figure 3, the rectangle represents the topic type city, the
triangle the topic type country and the ovals the topic type institute.
Topic types could be seen like a typical class-instance relationship. They represent the classes in which
topics are grouped in, i.e., the category of one topic instance.
Topic types are also topics (by standard definition).

Darmstadt

Fraunhofer
IGD

Germany

Centro de
Computacao
Gráfica

Figure 3: topic types

4.4.2.3 Topic Name
A topic can have a name or more than one.
Explicit names are used often so that it’s easier to talk about them.
However, topics don't always have names: a cross reference (e.g. - page 97), is considered to be a link to
a topic that has no (explicit) name.
Types of names:
-

formal names,

-

symbolic names,
11
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-

nicknames,

-

login names,

-

etc.

It’s not desired to cover them all. Instead, there is a need for some forms of names, that have particularly
importance and are universally understood semantics, to be defined in a standardised way (in order for
applications to be able to do something meaningful with them), and at the same time the need for
complete freedom and extensibility to be able to define application-specific name types [Pepper, Steve
1999].

Because of that, the standard provides an element form for name , which it allows to occur zero or more
times for any given topic, and to consist of one or more of the following types of name:
(1) base name (required; name characteristic of a topic)
(2) display name (optional; contains the identifying information intended to be displayed by the
application to represent the subject of the topic link)
(3) sort name (optional; contains a string that is an alternative representation of a topic name that is
intended to be used for alphabetic or other ordering)

Darmstadt (1)
DA (2)
D-64283 (3)

Fraunhofer IGD(1)
IGD(2)

Germany (1)
Deutschland (2)
D (3)

Centro de
Computacao
Gr áfica (1)
CCG (2)

Figure 4: topic names

The ability to be able to specify more than one topic name can be used to name topics within different
scopes (see chapter ??), such as language, style, domain, geographical area, historical period, etc.

Example:
<topic id="nycity" types="city">
<topname><basename>New York</basename>
<dispname scope=”Palm”>NYC</dispname>
<dispname scope=”Computer screen”>New York City</dispname>
<sortname>NY</sortname>
</topname>
<topic>
(...)
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4.4.2.4 Topic Occurrence
A topic can have one or more occurrences.
One or more addressable information resources of a given topic, constitutes the topic occurrence.
It might be a monograph devoted to a particular topic, for example, or an article about the topic in an
encyclopaedia; it could be a picture or video depicting the topic, a simple mention of the topic in the
context of something else, a commentary on the topic (if the topic were a law, say), or any of a host of
other forms in which an information resource might have some relevance to a topic [Pepper 2000].
A topic occurrence represents the information that is specified as relevant to a given subject.
Occurrences and topics exist on two different layers (domains), but they are “connected”. Occurrences
establish the routes from the topics to the information resources, enabling also to provide the reason why
that route exist from a topic to an information object.

Darmstadt

IGD

Topic
Domain

Resource
Domain

Figure 5: topic occurrences

At this point it’s very clear the separation into two layers of the topics and their occurrences, one of the
great features of Topic Maps.

4.4.2.5 Occurrence role
Among all occurrences of a given topic, a distinction can be made among subgroups. Each subgroup is
defined by a common role.

Darmstadt

IGD

Web
page

Web
page

Historical
Review

Figure 6: topic occurrence roles

Occurrence roles can be used to distinguish graphic from text, main occurrences from ordinary
occurrences, mentions from definitions, etc. “The occurrence roles are user-definable and therefore can
vary for each topic map” [Biezunsky 1999].
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Example:
Imagine that these occurrences are two occurrences of the topic IESE (Intitut Experimentelles Software
Engineering).
<occurs occrl="home_page" loctype="URL">http://www.iese.igd.fhg.de </occurs>
<occurs occrl="Coronet_project" loctype="URL">http://www. iese.igd.fhg.de/coronet</occurs>

The standard also defines occurrence roles as topics. If an occurrence role is defined as topics explicitly,
topic map facilities can be used to say useful things about them (such as their names, and the
relationships they participate in).
But to make the real distinction between different types of occurrences, Topic Maps uses also the concept
of occurrence role type. This is different of the occurrence role in the sense that the last one is simply a
mnemonic and the first one is a “reference to a topic in the map, which further characterizes the
relevance of the role” [Pepper 2000].

4.4.2.6 Topic associations and associations role types
Related topics can be "connected" making use of associations. A kind of topic trees can be built and
described, enabling to create "virtual tables of contents", i.e. tables describing contents which does not
reflect a sequential order within a specific document, but instead organises chunks of information as if
they were presented in a classical, sequentially ordered document. In other words, the containment
semantic for a topic association can serve to dynamically assemble fragments of information [Biezunsky
1999].

Examples:
•

IGD is in Darmstadt (A)

•

Darmstadt is in Germany (B)

•

CCG cooperates with IGD (C)

C

IGD

A
Darmstadt

B

CCG

Germany

Figure 7: topic associations

Topic associations are almost ordinary links, except that they are constrained to only relate topics
together. Because they are independent of the source documents in which topic occurrences are to be
found, they represent a knowledge base, which contains the essence of the information that a company
or organization is creating, and actually represents its essential value.
An unlimited number of topics can be associated within "topic associations".
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The power of topics maps increases with the creation of topic associations because that way, it’s possible
to group together a set of topics that are somehow related. This is of great importance in providing
intuitive and user-friendly interfaces for navigating large pools of information.

4.4.2.7 Association Type
As topic type groups different kinds of topics and occurrences roles role supports occurrences of different
types, associations between topics can also be grouped according to their type.

Example:
Darmstadt is in Germany
Association type: is in

Association types are also themselves regarded as topics, whether or not they are explicitly declared to be
so.

It’s important to refer that each topic that participates in an association has a corresponding association
role which states the role played by the topic in the association.

Example:
Darmstadt is in Germany
Topics: 1. Darmstadt
2. Germany
Association Roles: 1. city
2. country

Association roles are also regarded as topics in the topic map standard.

Example:
<assoc type="is-in">
<assocrl type="city">Darmstadt</assocrl>
<assocrl type="country">Germany</assocrl>
</assoc>

Association roles and topic types are two different mechanisms for modelling the same kind of
information. The topic map Designer is the one that has to decide which mechanism will he use to attach
semantic information to the topics. While this increases the flexibility of the standard, it could also have a
negative impact on the interchangeability of the topic maps.
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Topic associations are not one-way, as it might seems.
Example:
Darmstadt is in Germany

=

Germany includes Darmstadt

Association: is in

=

Association: includes

Symmetrical associations don’t change its nature, even looking to them in different “sides”. For example:
CCG cooperates with IGD as the corollary IGD cooperates with CCG. The roles, in this association, are the
same: cooperator, but not always is like this (as in the case of the husband and wife roles in a married-to
relationship)” [Pepper, Steve 1999].

Associations types that express class/instance and part/whole relationships, are transitive.
Example:
Association 1:

IGD is in Darmstadt.

Association 2:

Darmstadt is in Germany

Implicit association:

IGD is in Germany

Note:
The current version of the topic map standard has built in support for expressing transitivity only for
class/instance relationships (through the topic typing mechanism).

In mathematics, there are relations with special properties (reflexive, symmetric, transitive, etc) that if used
in topic maps, would help them to derive automatically certain knowledge expressed by those. In the
Topic Maps world, association types would express them.
Example:
Association type is in (Transitive, anti-reflexive and anti-symmetric)
Hessen is in Germany
Darmstadt is in Hessen
Frankfurt is in Hessen.
So, the derived facts are:
Darmstadt is in Germany
Frankfurt is in Germany
Germany is not in Hessen
Darmstadt is not in Darmstadt
etc
In this example the most relevant information comes from the property of transitivity, but in other
examples other association properties can also express relevant information. The use of these types of
associations allow the creation of maps with less effort reducing possible coding errors and also inferecing
capabilities of the topic map’s query engine will be greatly enhanced [Rath 00].
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4.4.2.8 Scope
In real and everyday life, being aware of the context of the information it’s very important, so that it’s
possible to understand it. Humans can, in someway, deal with the context problem, being then capable to
understand and make an interpretation of the received information.
Computers are not so “smart” because they cannot distinguish similar words (or sentences) with different
meanings. Topic Maps will help them to infer those differences using the scope.
Topics can have various characteristics assigned to them (names, occurrences, ...). To validate, within
certain limits, any assignment of a characteristic there is the scope.
This concept is important in the sense that it avoids ambiguities between topics and their characteristics.
A scope is defined in terms of themes and themes are topics.
For example, in order to distinguish Rome in Italy and Rome in New York, scopes defined by the themes
of Italy and New York may be assigned.

4.4.2.9 Facets
Facets are the subset of information objects that share an externally-applied property. They are the values
given to a particular property externally applied to a set of information objects.
A facet is just a simply property with values called facet values.
“To draw a parallel with SGML/XML markup, applying facets would be like inserting attributes from
outside” [Biezunsky 1999].
So, it is used for supplying the metadata that is not provided by SGML or XML attributes. Examples are:
language, user level, etc.
After assigning properties, filters can be used to create query filters producing restricted subsets of
resources. They can be used to extract parts of a document. For example, the part of a document that is
in a specific language.
For example, typical facets within the domain of medicine might be disease, therapy and age group. So,
multiple facets can be applied to view the topic in different ways, but it is also possible that a chunk of
information may exhibit various facets [Biezunsky 1999].
Then, facets provide a useful mechanism that complements and significantly extends the power of topic
maps.
Facets should not be confused with scopes. They are different but complementary. Both can be seen as
filtering mechanisms although the first one provides filtering features based on properties of the
information resources themselves and the second one on properties of the topics.
Facets are a simple mechanism to sort out information and scopes are used to add more value to a topic,
enhancing that way the relevance of the characteristics that a topic map can return.

4.4.2.10 Public subject
The topic maps merging process requires a way to identify topics from different topic maps with the same
subject.
“For example, if reference works publishers from Norway, Denmark, Poland and Germany were to merge
their topic maps, there would be a need to be able to assert that the topics Spania, Spanien and Hiszpania
all refer to the same subject” [Rath, Pepper 1999].
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Public Subject is the concept that solves this problem making use of an identity attribute (on the topic) as
the mechanism that addresses a resource (official, small description, etc), which identifies the subject in
question as unambiguously as possible.
The merging process will then merge two topics when they reference the same subject and their identity
attributes are considered to be semantically equivalent. If the topics “match”, they are merged.

4.4.3 Missing Points

4.4.3.1 Templates
SGML and XML use DTDs (Document Type Definition) to define classes of instances, but Topic Maps
doesn’t have such kind of construct. The XTM working group has conscience that this is a missing point
and the term topic map template is already faced as part of the standard (although in a unofficial form).
The template is the declarative part of a map. This investigation is being leaded by the STEP Group that is
trying to create solutions for some missing points of the standard.
It is considered (also) as a topic map and can be copied or referenced by another topic map. Topic map
templates might be a possible way of expressing simple schemas using the topic maps standard itself. A
schema can be seen as the sum of ontology (the vocabulary) and the constraints on the ontology. As Geir
Ove G., from Ontopia, said, “a topic map template is an example of such a schema where both the
ontology and the constraints are intermixed, both represented using topic map syntax”. Topic Maps
templates are one of the possible syntaxes used for represent the topic map schema.
A topic map template includes the “objects” with declarative meaning for the map. If copied, acts like a
“strong moderator” that contains the themes and types that will be used for the development of the
map. If it’s referenced, it provides the basic themes and types which are used by the map referencing
[Rath, Pepper 1999], making use of the merging features (in development at the moment) of topic maps
defined in the standard. Then, one or more templates can be easily referenced.
Different templates can be defined for different application areas and publishing them as annexes of the
standard or even as separated standards, would enable the elaboration of pre-defined semantics for the
development of topic maps.
A template is a topic map that consists of themes and typing topics [Rath 00a]. A set of PSIs (public
subject identifiers) are used to define the basic typing topic types. PSIs will have a special notation, but for
now let’s think on it as URLs, for example. So, the basic topic types represent the topic characteristics and
for each of them, there will be a predefined PSI (the ids and the topic names are decided by the
application designer).

Template example [Rath 00a]
<topic id="th" identity_”http://www…..”>
<topname>
<basename>theme</basename>
</topname>

<topic id="tt" identity_”http://www…..”>
<topname>
<basename>topic types</basename>
</topname>
18
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(…)

These will then be used to the declare the characteristics.
Example:
<topic id="english" type=”th”>
<topname>
<basename>english</basename>
</topname>
<topic>
<topic id="french" type=”th”>
<topname>
<basename>french</basename>
</topname>
<topic>
<topic id="country" type=”tt”>
<topname>
<basename>country</basename>
</topname>
<topic>

Real Map Example:
<topic id="canada" type=”country”>
<topname>
<basename>Canada</basename>
</topname>
<topic>

4.4.3.2 Class Hierarchies and associations
Topics, occurrences and associations can be considered instances classes (expressed as topics). Classinstance relations are syntactically defined in the standard by associations type.
The implementation of a topic map for a lexicon, for example, deals with a very large number of topics
(can be million) and associations. Most of them can be reduced to a small number of “super types”.
Examples [Rath 00]:
!

Topic Types: (person) -> (artist, …) -> (painter, sculptor, writer, composer…); (artwork) ->
(painting, sculpture, novel, opera …); (geographical obj) -> (country, city,…)

!

Association types and occurrence role types: (artwork “was created by” artist) -> (composer
“composed” opera)
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Class hierarchies, combined with associations, can be very useful for querying topic maps. If someone
wants to know “Which German persons, influenced by Mozart, composed operas?”, this information is
not exactly available in the map. By using both association and class hierarchies, the answer is easily
obtained.

Germany
(country)
has / is in

has / is in
Leipzig
(city)

Bonn
(city)
native land/ born
in

native land/ born
in
Beethoven
(composer)

Wagner
(composer)

Mozart
(composer)
influenced / was
influenced

composed / was
composed

Lohengrin
(opera)

Figure 8: superclass-subclass topic map example

This figure is an example of a topic map (without resources – it’s not important for this example). It is
based on the concept of superclasses-subclasses of the above example (e.g. person -> composer;
geographical object -> country; etc).
Using an algorithm to respond to the query, the following steps will be done: the only topics that are
directly extracted from the query are “Germany” and “Mozart”, the types are “person” (X) and “opera”
(Y) and the associations are “influenced by” and “composed”. The user wants to know “Which german
persons (…)”, so the algorithm would start in this topic:
1. X has born in Germany
2. X has born in Leipzig or Bonn
3. X is Wagner or Beethoven
4. X was influenced by Mozart
5. Wagner was influenced by Mozart
6. X is Wagner
7. Wagner composed Y
8. Wagner composed Lohengrin
9. Y is Lohengrin
In the step 5, the class hierarchy person->composer is used and so it is easily realized that the composer
Wagner is also a person, and using also the associations, the query is quickly satisfied.
For these reasons, “the concept of class hierarchies should be a predefined association type of topic map
template, ensuring the correct built-in interpretation by the topic map software” [Rath 00].
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4.4.3.3 Resources Link Mechanism
There is a need to have a mechanism for linking the resources between them. The XTM working draft
already focus the role that XLink has in the standard, but until the moment it only uses XLink (extended
links1) for addressing the occurrences from the topics.
The standard doesn’t provide yet a way to link the resources. One possibility to solve this problem is then
the use of XLink (now knew as XML Linking). At this moment, XML Linking is a W3C Working Draft that
wants to add functionality in hypertext and hypermedia areas.
XLink provides intends to give more expressive power in the world of linking (multidirectional and external
linking capabilities). XLink works with XPointer to locate the resources, creating XML links. While XLink
describes the relationships, XPointer describes the data.
XPointer is an extension of XPath, a declarative language for locating nodes or list of nodes in XML trees
(XSL use it also for pattern matching). XPath is a W3C Proposed recommendation created to provide a
common syntax and semantics for querying and addressing the contents of XML documents that could be
used by XSLT (XSL Transformation Language), XLink, and XPointer. XPath uses a path notation as in URLs
for navigating through the hierarchical structure of an XML document, operating on it as a tree of nodes.
“XPointer supports addressing into the internal structures of XML structures“ [DeRose et al. 2000].
Examining the internal part of the structures hierarchy of one document, it can choice parts of it, based
on properties like element types, attribute values, position, etc. Locating nodes or set of nodes in XML
documents can provide a better location specification. XPointer goes then a little further than XPath
enabling to refer locations that are not nodes.

XLink can be used to connect different kinds of data, besides XML, as audio, video, VRML, etc, and
XPointer can specify locations without requiring those locations to be formal link-ends. The two can then
be used in separated but they are specially valuable in combination, and of course in combination with
XML itself [DeRose 1999].
With XLink it’s possible: to build bi-directional links (that can be traversed in any direction), to link multiple
destinations, to link databases and to attach, in a standard mode, to the links, roles and descriptive titles.

1

Is a link that associates an arbitrary number of resources. The participating resources may be any combination of remote and local. If all the resources are
remote, the link is out of line. If any of the resources are local, then the link is inline.
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5 Motivation for developing this work
Every six months for the last three years, the information available on the Internet has been doubled and
this growing rhythm is expected to rise in these next years.
NECRI (NEC Research Institute), that conducted a study about Internet, declares that the number of pages
is increasing in such a quick way that it is estimated that every new page takes more than six months to
show up on a search engine. They estimate that web has over 800 million searchable pages. The problem
is that even the best search engines only search one-sixth of the web pages. Topic Maps wants to change
this situation.
Actually there is a strong need of qualifying information on the Web, enabling that way the creation of
new search engines that will retrieve meaningful information. This next generation of search engines will
then deliver much better results to the users request. Organization is then the key word for the Web and
Topic Maps is the key model.
But not only the Web suffers of this problem. Corporations also have to store huge quantities of
information, and they do it in distinct formats. So, they have also knowledge management problems as
well. Besides that, some of the critical information is stored on legacy systems in proprietary data formats.
It could be possible to access it, but synthesize the data into a meaningful knowledge base is nearly
impossible.
If we think on a personal level, there is a growing need for knowledge management also. The information
that comes to us by email, articles, etc, and the information that ourselves create every day is becoming
an overloaded problem.
Topic Maps appears as a new map-based technology and it aims to be a standard that provides an
interchangeable hypertext navigation layer above diverse electronic information sources, creating that
way, a virtual information map for the web, intranets, or printed material.

5.1 Topic Map as a new Learning Model
All the people are in a continuous process of learning. People learn everywhere. At their jobs, homes,
educational institutions, while they are working and even in their spare times. Learning is a social process,
complemented by individual activities. Whenever people meet, they learn from each other. So, there is a
need of communication, and then a way of “storing the facts and insights”. After that, somehow it’s
important to exchange it.
Having an efficient learning model is the desire of everyone who has to prepare learning material. As
there is too much information available for any area, sometimes it is difficult to find/select the best one
that fits to specific needs and then to join it for preparing the learning material. How can Topic Maps help
in this aspect?
As explained before, using the Topic Map model, a sort of abstract level is created above the original
information resources. As anyone can create a topic map, the information resources can be
organized/structured for specific training. So, different information resources can be used for create
complete and structured learning material.
The merging feature of Topic Maps is used for building cooperatively an explicit model of knowledge. The
model itself is not so important. The knowledge created assumes a greater importance because is the
collection of appreciations, visions, and experiences from different people interested in the same subjects.
So, personal paths for information related to specific knowledge domains can be created, even if it’s a
tutor or a learner.
Topic Maps enable also intuitive navigation trough the information (in the web or in any other system)
and exchanging it in a standardized form.
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General searches, in large information networks, always been time consuming and disappointing. Topic
Maps are also a great help in this matter because the meaning of the information is now known and
using aspects like transitivity, for example, on associations, the required information is quickly and exactly
obtained. These features fit exactly on a LTS (Learning Training System) ambient. Using the brochure
example presented in chapter 8.1, if the user wants to know, in a fast way, which brochure themes exist,
for example, he can do it using, for example, a simple query. Then, choosing one of the brochures, all
information will be available in a way that lets the user find the specific one that he wants and related
things (using the associations). So, he is real the one that decides how to navigate trough the available
information.

5.2 Knowledge Management and Knowledge Organization
Actually, Knowledge Management and Knowledge Organization are two very well known and used terms
when someone talks on information.
Knowledge Management is an approach that has the aim of making the collective information and
experience of an enterprise available to the individual knowledge worker. Knowledge Management
purposes are related with aspects like share practices/increase collaboration, increase productivity/use of
knowledge, transfer employee knowledge, etc. Topic Maps can help in these aspects that fit very well to
the model itself.
Knowledge Management, in consultancy areas, is essentially about new business management techniques
designed to address the fact that people (and the expertise they possess) are the primary assets in an
increasingly knowledge-based economy [Pepper 2000].

Knowledge management (KM) tries to represent associations such as is-in, born-in, collaborated-with
relationships. Once more, these objectives constitute part of the Topic Maps objectives. The power of
being able to ask sophisticated questions (queries) like “Who lives in AlexanderStrasse in the number
21?”, is a feature possible to be achieved now that Topic Maps are a reality.
In Knowledge Organization communities there is a particular interest in optimizing the organization of the
knowledge repositories so that the retrieval, creation and share of knowledge could be done in an easier
way. The principles of classification, thesauri and ontologies are Knowledge Organization’s interests.
Topic Maps focus also these principles. Besides that, in these communities persists the conviction that
there are important domains where some form of vocabulary control is beneficial. Then, it’s obvious the
relation that can be established between Topic Maps and Knowledge Organization: “Topic Maps are
instrumental to Knowledge Organization, since they constitute (yet another) basic technology which
Knowledge Organization may employ within a broader methodology in order to provide improved
information retrieval and collaboration services” [Sigel 2000].
Topic Maps can be regarded as the standard for dealing with generation, codification and transfer of
knowledge. It’s relevant to say that knowledge is different from information. Knowing a thing versus
simply having information about it, establish the difference.

5.3 Knowledge Structures and Information Management
In order to understand the essence of some navigational aids (that are well known from the books world
and paper-based publishing), here are presented indexes, glossaries and thesauri. These are all ways of
mapping the knowledge structures (that exist implicitly in books and other information resources), but
they limit the possibilities to reproduce complex relations.
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5.3.1 Indexes
Index comes form the latin word indicis, that means informer or sign. On a common and actual dictionary,
it means alphabetical list of names, subjects, etc., with references at the end of a book.
In the Topic Maps context, it’s possible to see an index as a list of topics. An index is always a map of the
knowledge of the information resource, normally presented in alphabetic order (names of topics) and with
reference to those “topics” (occurrences). In a more complex index, typographical conventions can be
used to distinguish between different types of topic (eg. italic) or even different types of occurrences (eg.
bold). See references are used for allowing multiple points of entry to the same topic and See also
references are used to point to associated topics.
But indexes can assume other features:
-

Multiple indexes (for distinguishing topic types also; as typographical conventions do)

-

Use of explanatory labels following the names to distinguish topic types (e.g. Paris (city) and
Paris (song)

With Topic Maps model these features can be easily achieved making use of characteristics of it (topics,
topics name, associations, facets, etc).

5.3.2 Glossaries
A glossary is basically a list of terms relating to a specific subject or text. It’s like a brief dictionary. It can
be thought as the inline occurrence of one topic that plays the role of definition. So, the key elements in
glossaries are topic names and their definitions. A glossary may also contain see and see also references to
associated topics

5.3.3 Thesauri
Thesauri are the one of the three navigational aids that better use the association feature of Topic Maps
model. A thesaurus is normally composed by the definition of a particular domain and a list of synonyms
and related terms. So, it can be seen as an interrelated network of terms and other information about a
particular domain. For a given term, a thesaurus indicates a list of terms wich mean the same, which
terms denote a broader category of the same kind of thing, which denote a narrower category, and
which are related in some other way [Pepper 2000]. Then, the associations between terms (topics) are
strongly typed because they show how and why they are related.

5.4 Approaches for knowledge representation
Several approaches of knowledge representation are here described to show that Topic Maps is not the
only existing one. Although, with this, it is wanted to emphasize Topic Maps as more complete and
flexible model, when compared with others. Some benchmarking with the presented approaches is made,
with the intention of showing the differences between them and Topic Maps.
The idea of this chapter is also to show that people are interested in create a consensus in the area of
knowledge representation. They are searching it for a long time and Topic Maps might be a solution to be
considered in this new world of information and by comparing it with other approaches might be useful
(for identifying gaps, for example).
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5.4.1 Semantic Networks
In Artificial Intelligence field there is a need of representing knowledge and its meaning so that
communication between people and machines could be supported. Semantic nets are spatial
representations of ideas and their interrelationships. Nodes and links constitute a semantic network. The
nodes represent objects, concepts, or situations within a specific domain and links create and define the
relationships between them. Links have both a direction and a label, indicating the nature of the
relationship between objects in both a hierarchical and a descriptive sense.

Figure 9: Semantic network example

Semantic networks are similar to topic maps in the way that both of them are organized into a network of
information nodes allowing to model links between the nodes and both can attach semantic information
to the nodes and links.
Still, topic maps are more focused on the navigation between topics than on the associations while
semantic networks is centered in aspects like linking the nodes and showing the knowledge that is
represented by the linked nodes.
The Topic Map standard, defines a model and architecture for the semantic structuring of link networks. It
can be seen as a base technology for modeling knowledge structures.

5.4.2 Conceptual graphs
Conceptual graphs (CGs) are a system of logic, based on the existential graphs of Charles Sanders2 and
the semantic networks of artificial intelligence [Delugach].
A given meaning can be expressed in a form that is logically precise, humanly readable, and
computationally tractable. Conceptual graphs serve as an intermediate language for translating computeroriented formalisms to and from natural languages.
“Conceptual graphs form a knowledge representation language based on linguistics, psychology and
philosophy” [Sowa 1984].

2

Charles Sanders was born at 1839. Peirce’s seminal work in the area of pragmatism defined a method of sorting out conceptual confusions by
relating meaning to consequences
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This mechanism is widely used by semantic networks. Conceptual Graphs building blocks are concepts
nodes and conceptual relations. Concept nodes represent entities, attributes, states and events, and
relation nodes show how the concepts are interconnected.
Specifications based on conceptual graphs are therefore intuitive in the sense that there is a close
relationship to the way human beings represent and organize their knowledge. From a mathematical
point of view a conceptual graph is a finite, connected, directed and bipartite graph. The nodes of the
graph are either concept or relation nodes. Due to the bipartite nature of the graphs, two concept nodes
may only be connected via a relation node. A concept node represents either a concrete or an abstract
object in the world of discourse whereas a relation nodes defines a context between two or more
concepts.
So, “Conceptual graphs (CG) have been developed to model the semantics of natural language” [Sowa
CG 1999].
Figure 10: A simple conceptual graph with two concepts and one relation

5.4.3 RDF
Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a specification for representing metadata3. RDF provides
interoperability between applications that exchange machine-understandable information on the Web.
Metadata allows discovering and accessing information in an easier way, but for using it, common
conventions about semantics and syntax are required. Semantics are defined by individual resource
description communities. RDF does not stipulate semantics for each resource description community, but
rather provides the ability for these communities to define metadata elements as needed. To declare sets
of semantics property-types (see figure below), communities use RDF Schemas, declaring this way the
vocabulary (i.e., the valid properties in a RDF description). But different communities type can use the
same property-type. Using XML Namespaces mechanism it’s possible to distinguish equal property-types
meaning different things, by the identification of the RDF Schema.
RDF uses XML as a common syntax for the exchange and processing of metadata. So, vendor
independence, validation, human readability and the ability to represent complex structures are provided.
RDF will allow different application communities to define the metadata property set that best serves the
needs of each community. RDF metadata can be used in a variety of application areas such as:
-

in resource discovery to provide better search engine capabilities;

-

in cataloging for describing the content and content relationships available at a particular
Web site, page, or digital library;

-

by intelligent software agents to facilitate knowledge sharing and exchange;

-

in content rating for child protection and privacy protection;

-

in describing collections of pages that represent a single logical "document";

-

for describing intellectual property rights of Web pages [RDF 1997]

This specification provides a model for describing resources that have properties. A resource is defined as
any object that is uniquely identifiable by an Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The properties of each
resource are identified by property-types that have values (text strings, numbers, etc, or even other

3

Metadata describes how and when and by whom a particular set of data was collected, and how the data is formatted; metadata is essential for
understanding information stored in data warehouse; machine understandable information.
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resources – creating resources at multiple levels -, which in turn may have their own properties). One
resource may have a value that is also value of another resource. The use of unique identifiers for
resources allow for the unambiguous association of properties.

Figure 11: RDF description [RDF 1997]

Comparing Topic Maps with RDF, it’s possible to see that both try to structure information so that it will
be easier accessed, solving that way the problem of infoglut.
Defining an abstract model and using SHML/XML interchange syntax is a common aim.
Both models allow creation of associations and annotation of resources, although at different levels and in
different ways. Here the differences start to appear: topic maps is centered on topics and RDF on
resources. While RDF annotates directly the resources, Topic Maps create a semantic network layer above
the information resources.
Nevertheless, RDF can do the same jobs as facets of Topic Maps, attaching property-value pairs to
information resources [Pepper 00a], with the advantage of using predefined metadata (RDF Schemas).
The problem is that if RDF Schemas are used instead of facets, the connection between the semantic
network layer and the metadata, provided by the fact that facet types and facet value types are topics, is
lost.
A question can now be done: is it possible to model topic maps using RDF?
The answer is yes. Associations could be an RDF triple ({p,s,o} – figure 12) property (p) stands for the
association type and its value is another resource representing the other topic (o).

Figure 12: RDF triple

Following the same thought, using RDF triples is possible to model occurrences. In this case p would
represent the occurrence role and o the information resource.
The problem of doing this, is that the distinction between topics and resources (the key of the Topic Maps
model) it’s no more contemplated.
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But the most crucial problem using RDF to model Topic Maps is that there is no useful way to represent
scope and scope is “only” a great and powerful characteristic of the Topic Maps concept.

5.4.4 Software
Topic Maps represent one approach to “organize ideas”. There is some software available on the market
that enables this.

5.4.4.1 Notion Systems
Notions Systems (NS) uses the concept on notions and relations to define something as a semantic
network that contains information/knowledge.
Notions are like concepts of the mind that represent an abstract or physical thing (e.g. person, project,
etc). Relations express the connection that exists between notions.
Relations may be defined as relations with data that do not link two particular notions.
For relations and notions, the system keeps some metadata (owner, status of redistributions, etc) that
allows human users or software agents to manage the knowledge in the system.
The knowledge network is the basic idea of NS. But NS is also based in the idea of system network.
Keeping the knowledge in one system and in one place means having powerful resources and it is very
risky when regarding to availability. Having a network of systems that handle each subpart of the available
knowledge is considered to be the best solution. On different systems, in different places, backups of
notions (clones) will be made, and then will exist a need of interconnecting the systems.
A “master system” is responsible for, and maintains, the information about a particular notion and for
maintaining at least one link to another system. This second system has the clone of the original notion,
and receives updated information from the master system. So, if the master system fails, one of the clones
will deliver the information (it should be the last updated one). This way, the problem of having
everything in a moment and nothing in the next, is solved.
Notion Systems makes no distinction of topics and occurrences. The next table shows a comparison
between Topic Maps and Notion System characteristics.
Topic Maps

Notion System

Topic

Notion

Topic type

Notion class

Topic occurrence

Notion

Occurrence role

Relation

Topic association

Knowledge

Association type

Relation

Topic name

Notion name

Name type

doesn't exist

Scope

Relation meta-data and notion meta-data

Theme

Runtime context (not in the core)

Public subject

Notion

Facet and facet value

Relation meta-data and notion meta-data

doesn't exist?
Topic without a name

Relation auxiliary data
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Table 1: differences between TM and NS characteristics [NS 2000]

The Topic Maps aim is to represent the contents of a document. Topics and associated elements help to
achieve the goal. In Notion System the notions are the primary goals.
Notion Systems has a mechanism for identifying notions in the moment that new information is added. A
merging mechanism allows merging two notions that appear to represent the same concept (the same
thing happens in Topic Maps).
All the Notion Systems connected have the same information as all merged topic maps, being each Notion
System responsible for a particular subset of notions. A particular instance of one notion, only exists once
in the network (is called the active notion and its clones are the only existing other instances). This way,
one notion gives a complete picture (as complete as the available information) of the notion. In Topic
Maps, this only happens when all the topic maps are merged. A new notion may already exist in one
knowledge base. The reason for this situation can be several (e.g. wrong perception of the concept that is
wanted to work with, failed to clearly identify an existing one as the same, etc).. “This is not an exception
but rather frequent [Poell 2000]. Notion Systems has then the possibility to merge notions later in time,
when making use of them becomes clear that they represent the same concept.
Names, in Topic Maps, can have three types: base, display and sort. In Notion Systems only is possible to
define the display name and this should correspond to the best name to define the context of the notion.
Topic Maps allow topics to have no name, but in Notion Systems this is not possible.
Both Topic Maps and Notion Systems define bi-directional association. The only exceptions are the Notion
System relations that have no target notion. Notion System does not deal with transitive, symmetrical, etc,
relations. “It is the user (human or agent) that knows whether he should use a particular relation of these
types” [NS 2000].
While Topic Maps were designed specifically for exchanging data, and for creating a virtual knowledge
base using the effort of several users, Notion Systems are based on the concept of knowledge bases (were
notions exist) and in a network were all these are related (comparable to the Topic Maps virtual
knowledge base).
Each user "owns" a certain amount of notions and relations and uses all the other public ones. Each user
controls only a subpart of a particular knowledge base since he can create notions in different ones.
Although Notion System has the capability to model the whole real word, it is obviously that it’s
impossible to do it because the world is a never ending table of information. The important thing is to
establish “communication” between the notions. The problem is when two concepts are incorrectly
associated with the same notion…
In Topic Maps, a topic is defined in its context. In Notios Systems, a notion itself has no context but has
information on how to be handled within a given context (by the help of the equivalent of types, scopes
and facets) [Poell 2000].

5.4.4.2 Thought tracker
ThoughtTracker is a knowledge base application that provides a way to store ideas that are worth to
keep, or facts learnt by experience that are relevant but it’s a problem to figure out where to put them.
This software allows the creation of entries and connection of them to any number of others via
bidirectional links. It provides also a search function allowing that way to find records and once they are
found, its related notes will also be presented.
ThoughtTracker runs on Unices (see glossary) and employs GTK-- (see glossary).
Some pictures are showed below.
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The search form is the first one. The lower part of the view is occupied by the list of search results in
which icons hint at the type of the respective entry (single light bulb = isolated entry; wired light bulb =
linked record; hub = link whose primary purpose is to collect links to other entries with mutually related
subjects).

Figure 13: search form
The entry form, which is where new entries are entered and existing ones are displayed or modified, can
be seen in the next picture. The lower part is again occupied by a list, this time the one of entries the
displayed one is connected to.

Figure 14: entry form

ThoughtTracker is just a modest little program written by Marco Goetze in a rather amateurish fashion.
He states that ThoughtTtracker is really small and simple, so it shouldn’t deserve extensive analysis or
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comparison with similar programs, much less benchmarking. “In its current state, the program is nothing
more than a small, free notes-keeping utility meant to appeal to people wishing to get a little more order
into their various notes.”

5.4.4.3 ThoughtStream
ThoughtStream allows the storage and organization of information in the same way that human mind
works.
“An idea (thought) is the basic unit of organization in ThoughtStream” [TS ].
Associations or links between ideas can be created in this software. A link connects two ideas and they
can have types, such as Parent, Child, and Jump, which indicate the nature of the relationship between
the ideas.
Content (in the form of notes), and links to other ideas are part of an idea. Each idea must have a unique
title and the user specifies a label for each end of a link. In Topic Maps, a “link type” is itself a topic. This
way it’s possible to define attributes for a link, providing then extra power for searches, for example.
ThoughtStream main concept is called mind: a collection of ideas stored in one place (e.g. one file stored
in the hard disk or related to a web site). At this moment, the version available (ThoughtStream 1.1) only
enables to have one mind, but in future versions, it will be possible to have multiple minds and link ideas
between them [TS].
Each thought has one owner. The owner can specify whether a thought is public or private. Public
thoughts would be open to review by other collaborate. The links from a thought to another thought
could be strengthened with each click to signify the strongest linked ideas in some manner (i.e. moved to
a top of a list, displayed in a slightly brighter color, etc). With ThoughtStream, information can be stored
within the idea in the form of notes or other data items.
With Topic Maps, making use of topics, associations, themes, scopes, etc, additional structures can be
added. It’s important to refer that when data is exchanged, extra data can be a problem if having
different topic map tools. There is a possibility that they cannot handle with it.
ThoughtStream is currently available for Palm® connected organizers. Development of a desktop version
is still in progress. It will run on MS Windows and Unix using wxPython (a C++ class library with the
Python programming language).

Figure 15: screenshot from the PalmOS version
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Figure 16: screenshot from the desktop version

5.4.4.4 MindManager
MindManager aims to help on the organization of ideas and projects, simplification of problem-solving,
and creation of presentations in a quick and easy way. This software uses a technique called Mind
Mapping that uses the mind's natural thinking to organize ideas into memorable diagrams using words,
images and color. Mind Maps start with a central idea and branch out from the main topic, using images,
single words, or a brief summary phrases providing that way a visual representation of information of any
kind, such as facts, ideas, possibilities. With MindManager it is not only possible to create branches but
also sub-branches as more ideas appear. Arrows are used to show relationships.

Figure 17

MindManager was designed to allow working in a more efficiently way by using information. Some of the
advantages are: key words - that make information more precise -, different colors – that group related
topics - and the use of pictures to make ideas more memorable.
This software allows having all the important information about a subject in one page document and if
there is any other information related to the map it’s possible to link it to web sites, windows documents
and even with other maps.
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Figure 18: linking to different kind of resources

The map (picture) it’s presented as a whole and it’s possible to tailor the length and depth of the
presentation.
MindManager allows also the creation of web pages in an easy way, using different and pre-defined
layouts or doing self-customization.
It’s relevant also to point out that brainstorm sessions as online conference is another feature provided by
this tool, allowing this way to use the power of internet to work on maps in real-time, see the progresses
and exchange ideas by using the multi-user chat window.
Although this tool also provides a way to structure an organize ideas, as Topic Maps, it should be seen like
a desktop (or client) tool because is more appropriated to prepare simple presentations. This tool desires
to enable the creation, by anyone, of an output (using a pre-defined structure) about a particular set of
information in a quick and easy way, allowing the presentation of own ideas in a more explicit form. It
was not designed to structure large quantities of information (using XML, for example), and so does not
want to be an interchange format as Topic Maps. Topic Maps is much more complete in the sense that
permits to define association roles, occurrence roles, scopes, facets, etc, and it was thought to be the
standard for structuring information enabling all people to make use of it in a formal way.
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6 Building topic maps (implementation issues)
Building a TM concept application involves different phases like Design, Creation, Maintenance, and
Publication. The first three can be grouped attending that they are strongly connected.

6.1 Design/Creation/Maintenance
The design process depends on the information resources. It’s important to understand the context and
the real meaning of the information. It is very important to create a consistent Topic Map. So, going
through the resource, the designer identifies topics (topics types), occurrences (occurrence role types) and
associations (associations types). A ”special” tool it’s desired in this step to generate all the topics,
associations and occurrences. It should also provide an easy access to them because if the information
resource is something like a large application, thousands or even millions of all these objects can be
identified, making then easier the maintenance of them.
Something that must be also pointed out is the necessity of constraint conditions, essentially for the
creation process. Those will act as consistency checks making possible to check, for example, if transitive
associations are being used correctly, etc. So, also the design/creation of constraints is very important and
even it must be done before building the topic map itself.
In a large application, the generation of all the topics, associations and occurrences is very complicated.
Automatic creation of Topic Map from a given set of information can be the answer. Although this
assumption, the tool that allows this, is a special need. A topic map will be applied to already existing
information resources. These resources require, in most cases, a structuring process because they are not
structured properly. The automatic process should use the existing information to create hints and then
generate a map. This process is pretty desirable…but it can’ t be fully automated. The existence of an
intuitive GUI for this process, combined with some automatic processing could be the answer.
Otherwise, we have to import manually the data from the information resource and mark it up building
the topic map by a manual process (this can be very painful and take a long time). Also here is important
the use of constraints (DTD, templates or schemas). If knowledge is well structured in the Topic Map
document, the map will have good quality. Then, the problem of information access becomes no problem
at all.
But in both cases is very important to ensure the consistency of the map by defining various types, roles,
association, etc.
The merging process is very important for a complete creation of a topic map. It allows accessing to
different topic maps that refer same information resources. However this is not a simple process, and so
there must be an user interface to allow control and parameterisation of it, to say what merges can be
done with and without authorization.

6.2 Publication (Navigation and Visualisation)
The delivery of information resources, using the topic map, i.e. structured information, allows several new
features. In our days, the information retrieval has a primordial importance. At this step, the topic map is
already a reality and so what matters now is to display the information in the desired way.
The way that information is displayed to the user is very important. It should be done in a clear way so
that he understands how to navigate trough it until reaching to the desired one.
The involvement of people gives to a topic map its real value [Moore 2000].
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Navigating in large quantities of information requires some facilities (a new paradigm for
viasualization/navigation in topic maps is presented on chapter 6.2.3 and some existing paradigms are
presented on chapter 6.2.2). User interaction, different ways of output and navigation, and rapid searches
retrieval, make learning processes easier.
Using topic maps for navigating in large information sets requires an “easy-to-use and an easy-tounderstand user interfaces” [Rath; Pepper, Steve 1999].
The objective is to get the correct information in the desired way, using the Web, WAP, whatever.
The search of correct information can also be done with queries. Querying can even be seen as a special
way of navigating. Querying topic map associations, the required information can be easily obtained.

6.2.1 Topic Maps Visualization
This chapter reflects the more focused step in the context of the CORONET project (Visualization), since it
was considered important to create a new visualization form of the information using the Topic Maps
model. So, a study about several possible visualization paradigms was made to enable the creation of a
better solution according to the aim of the Topic Map model. The “new paradigm” is presented in the
chapter 6.2.3.
The objective is to organize large amounts of information, integrate different media types (text, pictures,
charts, etc), keep track of many cross-references, for making part of the CORONET application
(integrating the knowledge of the different partners); and to allow global access (for casual and userdefined users) with several navigational/visualization possibilities and provide rapid and correct deliver of
the requested information

6.2.2 Visualization and Navigation Paradigms for Topic Maps:
The way that information is presented to the user is very important. First is crucial that he/she gets what
he wants and to get it quickly. The magic solution to do this doesn’t exist yet. At this moment there are
some paradigms that can be used, but it’s important to mention that all depends of the type of
information that we are dealing with.

6.2.2.1 Graphs (Nicheworks; theBrain)

Figure 19: NicheWorks, www.bell-labs.com
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The NicheWorks tool (by Bell Labs) is part of a suite of visualization views that have been created by the
Bell Labs Visualization Group for interactive analysis of large data sets.
This tool can be seen as a paradigm to visualize topic maps because it has ability to show or hide parts of
a graph via interactive manipulation of views of node attributes; tools to color nodes and edges based on
their attributes; selective labeling of nodes under user control and interactive data interrogation via the
mouse. This tool includes also specific methods to graph analysis that are incorporated into the
NicheWorks view (eg: Interactive Pan/Zoom and Rotate facility).
This tool makes use of three techniques, based on algorithms, to display the information:
•

Circular Layout. Nodes are placed on the periphery of a single circle

•

Hexagonal Grid. Nodes are placed at the grid points of a regular hexagonal grid.

•

Tree Layout. Nodes are placed with the root node in the center. Then each connected node is put
in a circle around that. The spacing between nodes reflects the number of nodes in the subtree
originating from that node.

Figure 20: Circle, Hexagonal and Tree layout methods (inspired by the cone-tree 3D
visualization method for large hierarchies)
TheBrain (see figure 21), from Natrificial (www.thebrain.com), uses in a very effective way this paradigm.
It collects Web sites and boundless pieces of information and fit them together on the Internet. The point
is to create a large browseable and searchable human-edited directory, providing that way a visual map of
the Web.
With this paradigm it should be possible to allow a “sort of diving” trough the information, choosing the
categories and get the information about the interested topics. It’s also possible to see related areas of
interest.
Let’s imagine that it’s desired to get information about portals were it’s possible to buy stuff related to
music. The following sequence shows that…

Figure 21: www.thebrain.com
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Figure 22: choosing the topic music…

Figure 23: the final result of the navigation
At the bottom of the Figure 23 it is possible to see the results of the navigation. Two music portals are
presented. Also all the related topics with music are displayed using lines to show that an association
between them exists.

6.2.2.2 Hyperlinked trees (site map)

Figure 24:
www.topicmaps.com
Today’s Web sites use often hyperlinked trees to guide a visitor through the Web site. The hyperlinked
trees are presented in a two-dimensional form and usually have hyper-links between nodes that represent
a structured form of the content list referent to the Web site (site map).
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6.2.2.3 Hyperbolic trees
Hyperbolic Trees allow users to navigate through large amounts of data efficiently and easily. The
Hyperbolic Tree provides a powerful interaction with simple "point and click" features.
The InXinght’s Hyperbolic Tree is a user interface that is based in hyperbolic trees. Hyperbolic Tree API
(www. inxight.com) includes many visual variables that enable users to find information faster. Seeing the
hyperbolic trees as one more paradigm to visualize topic maps, and using this interface as example, it’s
possible to see that it can be very helpful to use it because of its characteristics.
Visual variables can be used to show various aspects about data such as categories or quantities, as it can
be shown below. Some of those characteristics are pointed out here:
o

Node Color (used to express aspects of an application's data)

o

Link Color (color of the links to indicate something about the relationships)

Figure 25: hyperbolic tree example

o

Anatomy of a node
#

Text Box (string size and color can be changed) + tool tip (additional)

#

Icon Image (to identify the type, or to show the state of the node)

#

Thumbnail image (to display specific information)

#

Plus/Minus Sign (parent node design)
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Figure 26: anatomy of a node
To see how much information there is related to a node, the Thermometer (figure 27) and Wafer (figure
28) techniques can be used.

Figure 27: Thermometer

Figure 28: Wafer

6.2.2.4 Landscapes (ThemeScape)
A ThemeScape map looks like a topographical map of mountains and valleys. The concept of the layout is
simple: documents with similar content are placed closer together, and peaks appear where there is a
concentration of closely related documents.
Landscapes can be also regarded as a paradigm to be applied to a topic map, although it could be not so
efficient when dealing with very large sets of information.

Figure 29: ThemeScape
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Peaks represent concentrations of documents about a similar topic. Higher numbers of documents create
higher peaks. The valleys between peaks can be interesting because they contain fewer documents and
more unique content. The names that appear as topics label reflect the major two or three topics
represented in a given area of the map. The black little points refer to individual documents. With this
application is possible to make queries. The results appear in blue dots form, see Figure 29. Besides that
it’s possible to mark important documents

6.2.2.5 3D Visualization (UNIVIT)
UNIVIT is an example of one tool in pure state of development.
Laboratoire d’ Informatique de Paris 6 (www.lip6.fr) developed a 3D visualization tool for large
information hierarchies that uses XML and DOM. It was desired to design a universal visualization tool
that could be applied to hierarchical data. But not all information is completely hierarchical. Nonhierarchical links, called cross connections, can also exist. At the moment that Topic Maps concept
appeared, LIP6 tried to use this tool to do its visualization. Aspects like overview of the structure, ability to
zoom and to select some nodes and do some requests in order to filter data in real time, were then
considered.
Figure 30 is an example of the usage of the tool for representing associations (symbolized by arcs)
between topics.

Figure 30: 3D representation of an topic map

This 3D representation of Topic Maps is pretty desirable. Not only because it will allow to have a better
visualization of the information but also because it’s always more interesting and appellative to the user,
enabling also to create new, alternative and “spectacular” forms of presenting information.

6.2.3 “Filtering” the model for applying it (presenting the “new” model)
Topic Maps enable selection of meaningful information. After that, is necessary to display that
information in an efficient way. So, somehow there is a need to allow the user to specify which
themes/areas interest him, and then the visualization tool should filter topics, associations, scopes, etc,
making possible to him to get precise information.
Some solutions are being investigated (as showed above) and here it is presented one, developed for the
CORONET project. It was based on the paradigms presented above.
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Knowing that topic maps deals with two domains, topics and resources, a structure was imagined with
the aim of exploring this feature. So, it was imagined a multi-recursive network of interconnected topics,
enabling this way to navigate trough them in a recursive form. A sphere is the geometric object used to
represent graphically this idea.

Figure 31: sphere with topics

This idea intends to be transformed in a new model for topic maps visualization. The objective is to apply
the topic map model to the sphere.
The small (yellow) balls represent topics.
To create the two domains (topics and resources), the sphere is divided in surface and interior of it. In the
surface there will apear the topics and in the interior the occurrences (resources).
Several colours (or even icons or shapes) will be used so that different types of topics can be distinguished.
Also different line styles will be used to express different associations. In the visual context, this will allow
a better view for the user about the topic map. Using class hierarchies, the number of topic types can be
reduced. The sphere should be seen as an n-layer topic map. The first layer will represent a variety of topic
maps, represented by the small balls that will give access to specific ones by clicking on them.

Figure 32: sphere with topics and associations

If there are many associations, the visual effect can express confusion. So, by clicking on the lines, it
would be possible to get information about one particular association.
The idea is that clicking on the balls, a detailed view of the next layer is provided (similar with the one that
was presented before). The preceding layer doesn’t disappear. It turns smaller and goes to the corner of
the screen. This way it is always possible to the user to see were he came from.
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7 Existing Topic Map Tools and related
7.1 InfoLoom (www.infoloom.com)
Topic Map Loom is a technology provided by Infoloom, developed by Michel Biezunski and tested over
four years.
The aim is to facilitate the creation and maintenance of topic maps. It’s possible to take source data of
any format plus SGML or XML Topic Maps and outputs new source data with semantic links in place. The
user creates topic maps and applies those to an information set in order to create browsable or printed
output. The XML 2000 conference CD-ROM, developed with this tool, is itself a Topic Map example that
consists of a set of HTML sites that linked together according to the topic map concept.
At the moment it’s a static solution of an automatic topic map processing. The topic map creation process
has to be started again if changes occur in the structure of the information set.
InfoLoom has a reference implementation at www.quid.fr. The Quid site has more than 200,000
hyperlinks [XML 2000].
The software package for testing is available for integrators and developers after July 2000.

7.2 Ontopia (www.ontopia.net)
Ontopia is a new start up company from Norway specialized on building Topic Maps applications only.
This company has strong connections with STEP Infotek, which is also developing TM technology, since all
Ontopia’s employees come from there. Ontopia is building a Topic Map engine so that the creation of a
Topic Map becomes an easier process.
Ontopia can provide at the moment three different products: the AtlasTM Engine, the AtlasTM Navigator
and tmproc.
The last one is an open source Python engine available for download in Ontopia’s web site.
But all the attentions go to the other two products.
Atlas is referenced as a publishing and navigational framework for fast development of custom web
applications.
The AtlasTM Engine supports persistent models like Java, RDBMS and XTM formats and it has a complete
API for interactively building, modifying and querying topic maps.
The AtlasTM Navigator is a Java Server Pages application developed using the AtlasTM Engine. Using the
Navigator any topic map can be made accessible on the web with no customization at all. The AtlasTM
Navigator supports the entire topic map standard as well as some interesting Ontopia extensions.
The web-based Topic Map navigational application they present at the XML 2000 Conference is based in
Java servlets. The technology enables dynamic access to server side resources, for instance database and
file system (Web Server) and makes possible to show the topic map structure of an applied information
resource on the fly.

7.3 STEP UK (www.stepuk.com)
STEP UK is a company with lot of experience in SGML/XML field.
Soon, STEP will release a Topic Map technology that will consist of the following:
-

Topic Map engine (Java, beta version now available)
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-

Set of classes and interfaces to enable creation, manipulation and storage of topic map
structures

-

Import and export of Topic Map instances

-

Topic Map merging

-

Scalable storage: gigabytes of Topic Map data

-

Multi-dimensional ordered data structures, to provide easy user interaction and fast
performance

-

API and development documentation

-

Choice of persistent models (Oracle, SQL Server, OO, …)

-

Application examples eg. HTML/Web rendition of Topic Map data

-

Xlink integration (treat all topic, association and facet links as Xlinks)

Besides this, STEP will provide three applications in out-of-the-box form:
-

Portal edition (tailored to Web Portal market, providing navigation techniques for users and
new ways to add value to portal applications)

-

Enterprise edition (tailored to Knowledge Management integrating authoring and content
management solutions)

-

Personal Navigation Software edition (designed to allow users to use technologies as
Xlink and Topic Maps; enables users to construct their own knowledge map and will be able
to collaborate with others) – this will be a free software available in a near future.

7.4 RivCom
RivComet plug-in is used to convert an XML topic map to an interactive displayable format that will work
with either Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator web browsers. It receives content in the form of XML,
plus stylesheets4 that 'decide’ the way in which the content can be presented and processed.
RivComet’s basic function is to apply formatting and behaviour to XML documents. It receives one or
more XML documents and a governing stylesheet and, based on the instructions contained in that
stylesheet, it generates HTML that can be displayed in the browser, plus behavioural code that determines
what will happen when the user interacts with the presented page.

Figure 33: www.rivcom.com
4

A stylesheet is a file or form that defines the layout of a document. Using stylesheets can be very useful because the same stylesheet can be used for many
documents (e.g. a style sheet for personal letters, another for official letters, and a third for reports)
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A single stylesheet can apply formatting for a whole class of XML documents, and a single change in the
stylesheet will change the formatting of all documents in that class in one go. It’s possible to provide
different styles to enable presenting different views or formats.
Displayed documents can be controlled by RivComet using stylesheets for: determining which areas of the
screen are ‘live’ and what form they will take (e.g. command buttons, text boxes, hyperlinks); specifying
what should happen when the user clicks on or types in a live area; controlling whether and how
information entered by the user should be stored; launching one or more secondary windows that contain
information related to the contents of the primary window, then keeping the contents of the windows
synchronised so that actions taken in one window are reflected in the others. RivComet enable to create
triggers (even ‘on fly’), using the XML data, to display particular content of the document. As the user
interacts with a document, RivComet changes the active styles without reloading the document, and
applies different styles to different sections of the information.

7.5 X2X
The X2X engine is part of STEP’s topic map engine. It’s the implementation of the adressing mechanism
according to the topic map concept.
X2X allows creation, management and manipulation of links. The great feature is that the linkage
between documents and information resources is done without changing either the source or target
documents that are being linked. So, there is no need to insert links inside the document content. This
scalable technology delivers the ability to associate different data resources regardless of their location.
In the Figure 34 it’s possible to see how X2X can be used in an application environment as well as its
components.
With Datafetcher it’s possible to access to content storage tools such as Astoria, Documentum or
SigmaLink (STEP product). By defining this connectivity as a separate component, support for different
content tools can quickly be added.
Links can then be authored by any application that can create an XML document. XLink is an instance of
XML, i.e. all XLink documents are XML documents. After the creation of the XLink document, it is passed
to the X2X engine so that the link information can be added into the LinkBase.
The Linkbase component is the persistent repository used for storing the links. It can be based on any
JDBC/ODBC compliant database and works with Oracle, SQL Server and Access, providing this way the
ability to link information no matter where it is located.
A Java API is available via the socket interface. The X2X API provides a way to access the functionality that
is provided by the X2X engine. X2X runs a server that listens for connections. It then processes those
requests using the mentioned API. The potential for integration is unlimited. The power of X2X is its open
interface and API.
With Linkbase Explorer all the link information that is authored and submitted as XLink documents and
the link objects created using the API can be seen using a nodal representation. It allows users to
navigate, delete or amend the link structures without ever affecting the integrity of the target files
The Linkmerger is the component used for generating XML, HTML or SGML data. The links can be
resolved to simple hyperlinks, or used to building a compound document from the target resources.
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Figure 34: X2X in an application environment [X2X 1 1999]

In summary, X2X is a technology that enables to:
-

Link between resources without the need to change them.

-

Build new documents dynamically from a template link document.

-

Have true bi-directional links between resources.

-

Link between structured and unstructured information.

-

Manage large repositories of link information in a centralised efficient manner.

-

Link resources that are stored in a variety of different data repositories.

-

Create links using any application that creates XML XLink documents.

X2X was written in Java and was implemented using fundamental linking concepts and understands links
defined using the latest draft of the W3C XLink proposal.
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8 Topic Map Examples and others
There are already available on the web some topic maps sites, i.e., Internet sites developed based on the
Topic Maps model. The objective here is not to show them all (some are almost equal), but give a vision of
what is being done with Topic Maps and the evolution of it.

8.1 Infoloom (http://www.infoloom.com/tmsample)
The first example presented here, was developed by Infoloom (Michel Bezunsky). In the web page the user
can choose to navigate by content, Indexes, Dictionaries or Relations.

Figure 35: Content (topic occurrences)

An index is provided for letting the user search the information he/she wants by topics. Lets imagine that
the user wants to know what articles has, a given person who works in Paris, written. He chooses the
topic “city” and then he can see who works in Paris. He selects then the topic “person” and he gets the
article(s). In other examples it’s possible that this process of reaching to the desired information is longer.
It depends of how much information exists.

Figure 36: Indexes (topic types)

In this next figure are presented the existing association types between topics. Clicking on each of them, a
list all associations of a certain type (works for – employs; located in – site of; etc) it’s displayed. That way
it’s possible to be aware, for example, that Steve Pepper works for STEP Infotek A.S.
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Figure 37: Relations (topic associations)

An example of the graphical representation of the corresponding topic map is presented below.

HyTime
Acronym/
Expansion

Hypermedia Time based Structuring
Language
Works for/
Employs

Norway
Locatedin/
Site of

Oslo
Belongs to/
Contains

Paris

Locatedin/
Site of

Belongs to/
Contains

Infoloom

Step Infotek
A.S.

France

Works for/
Employs

Michel
Biezunsky

Steve Pepper

www.infotek.no
www.infoloom.com
http://www.infoloom.com/
tmsample/pep4.htm

http://www.infoloom.com/t
msample/bie0.htm

Figure 38:” real” topic map of the presented example

8.2 Hightext (http://www.hightext.com/Examples/wsweb/index.htm)
The next example is similar to the previous one, although it has more information and different layout.
On the main page, a main menu is displayed. It gives liberty enough to the user to decide how to navigate
through the information.
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Figure 39:Main (navigational) menu

The navigation principle is the same as the previous example but here the quantity of information is
higher, and so it’s more interesting to navigate on this last one. Besides this, other menus are displayed
proving that way that this is a more elaborated example.

Figure 40: example of the navigational possibilities

This topic map is related to Shakespeare's plays. Being the relationship of people to their families and
families to each other, the central theme of the plays, this topic map hopes to bring out those
relationships and thus enable their exploration [Hightext ].
This topic map has 6 Topic types: FAMILY, MARRIAGE, FEUD, MENTION, PERSON, PLAY, STYLE and WAR
MENTION; and 14 association types: BELONGS_TO: CONTAINS, BROTHER_OF: BROTHER_OF,
CHARACTER_OF: CHARACTER, COUSIN_OF: COUSIN_OF, FATHER_OF: DAUGHTER_OF, FATHER_OF: SON
_OF, FEUDS_WITH: FEUDS_WITH, MARRIES_WITH: MARRIES_WITH, MEMBER_OF: CONTAINS,
MOTHER_OF: DAUGHTER_OF, MOTHER_OF: SON_OF, UNCLE_OF: NEPHEW_OF, UNCLE_OF:NIECE_OF,
WIFE_OF:HUSBAND_OF.
The next figure shows the information related with the topic Capulet of type Family.
The aim is to show the information about the family as well as related topics making use of the powerful
feature of Topic Maps: associations.
The plain is the icon that is used for identifying related topics (placed just in front of it). Trough them it’s
possible to access the corresponding topic screen. The associations displayed enable to get the pairs of
topics related by the same association.
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Figure 41: topic (Capulet) available information

The occurrences are graphically identified by a piece of paper. The occurrence represents the document
(in this case) and it’s accessible by clicking on it. In this case, if the user wants to display all the occurrence
roles that have the same role of one specific occurrence he can do it by clicking on ”FEUD”.
Clicking on Topic Type (family, in this case) an index of topics of the same topic type is displayed.

8.3 Lawdepartment.network (http://www.lawdepartment.net/scripts/topic.asp)
This web page it is about law areas and it puts available law documents in a structured way. Through law
department network it’s possible to access 14,000 articles provided by PLC Publications and other
websites.

Figure 42: screenshot from the web page

A wide range of legal material is browseable by topics. Going deeper on specific topics, particular law
areas are selected (figure 43 - 1). Each one has categories and it’s possible to have several levels like these
until reaching to the documents. Reached the last level before the document itself, some related topics, if
they exist, are displayed (figure 43 - 2). A sequence is showed below as an example. (Note that not all
documents are provided for free).
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Specific law
area

Specific law area
Related
topics

Access to the
documents

Access to
more specific
areas

1

2

Figure 43: navigational sequence

At the top of the page it’s possible to see the crossed topics (above the law areas).
Some statements about the technological implementation were collected: “We have taken many of the
concepts of topic maps (topics, types, associations, occurrences) and built up our own system (db,
interface, etc) around the concepts. What we have however is not a true Topic Map application because
some features are not explicitly supported such as scopes”. It was also assured that the data can be
expressed in the XTM proposed format (as knowledge exchange), if required.

8.4 Oingo Search Engine
This is not really a topic map based example but it’s a meaning-based search engine that uses the concept
of semantic space to define a network of interconnected meanings. So, it has something similar with topic
maps and since there isn’t, at the moment, any search engine in the web completely based in Topic Maps,
this one was found useful to be presented.
Oingo is a meaning-based search engine that enables the user to easily locate subject categories within
Mozilla’s large and rapidly growing Open Directory, through the most convenient and simplest means
possible. Today, the directory consists of approximately 160,000 unique topics (but is growing very
rapidly) [Oingo 2000].
The “semantic space” is created by a large network of interconnected meanings referenced as the Oingo
Lexicon.
Because searches pull in the conceptual areas "near" a particular meaning, categories that are likely to be
of interest are displayed, yet might have been missed by a traditional search approach (higher "recall").
The topics “cat” and “dog” are nearer that “cat” and “umbrella”. By a complex analysis of relationships
within the Lexicon, coupled with algorithms that the way the human mind assesses connections between
different ideas, it’s possible to achieve good values for these estimations of similarity.
By searching on meanings, instead of just words, "randomness" of results is eliminated (if the word
“employment” is substituted for “job” in a search engine, the final results are a lot different).
This search engine is capable of identifying the meaning of words enabling that way disambiguation. For
example, if the user enters "turkey", the default assumption might be "turkey - the food". However, if he
also has entered the word "Istanbul", the meaning "Turkey - the country" will be favored instead,
because of the discovered connection between the concepts [Oingo 2000].
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Figure 44: search result
In the above figure it’s showed the result of a search in this search engine. The searched topic is
“Squash”. Below the yellow arrow (on the left), several categories, that seem to be somehow related with
the searched term, are displayed. On the right side (below the green arrow), web sites related with the
searched term are also displayed and this way it’s possible to access directly to them.
But the true power of the meaning-based search, appear on the second pass search where the user
specifies exactly which meanings he/she is interested in. This is achieved by simply selecting the desired
meanings from a list of the possible meanings (marked with a red box, in the figure) that were implied by
the first-pass search. This second step constitutes a refined search that filters even more the information
so that the user gets what he/she really wants.

8.5 STEP UK Topic Map Navigation Demonstration (http://212.125.69.10:82/)
This example was developed by STEP UK. It’s based in a two frames page that shows information about
the play “The Comedy of Errors” (one of the many Shakespeare’s comedies). At the starting point, the left
frame presents a full list of topics. On the right frame there is the complete play itself.

Figure 45: screenshot from the initial page
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The user shall choose one of the topics (act, person, etc) and then another page (on the left frame)
appears (figure 46 - in this example the choosed topic was Solimus). At this point, a lot of information
about the selected topic can be accessed. If the user wants to get all the topic types about the selected
topic he/she just has to click on the link (see A , figure 46). Using combo boxes, a list of all associated
topics is displayed and the user can “jump” to one of them (B). The other combo box available lets the
user to go directly to the information resources on the play itself (in this example, the information
resource selected was “referenced” – (C). Then, the system automatically goes to the place on the play
where Solinus is referenced (D)
In this example it is also possible to see where Solinus speaks on the play (and how many times because
the references are numbered).

Figure 46: choosing an information reference

At any time is possible to return to the full topics list (starting point).
Information about all associations involving the selected topic is also available (see blue arrows in the next
figure). The member of the associations and the role played on it are displayed (e.g. in the association is
a, we found Solinus as member of association and person as the role within association)

Figure 47: Solinus associated topics
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8.6 XML Europe 2000 Proceedings (by Infoloom)
This example can be seen as an upgrade of the first one. The features are now more and information is
displayed in a nicer way.
Infoloom organized the proceedings of XML Europe 2000 according to the Topic Model.
There is a TOC (table of contents) and an index. This gives to the user some liberty for navigating trough
the information.

Figure 48: TOC and Index
The two next sequences represent the navigation using the TOC (figure 49) and the indexes (figure 50).
In the first one, it’s possible to see that an index appears for a specific content (1), “Plenaries” in this case.
The user can then access specific documents (2 - this is the aspect of the available resource for a particular
topic - reachable also trough the Indexes). It’s relevant to point out that on the left side it’s possible to
see diverse information. In this case, the author of the “Opening keynotes” and topics related with her.
The small orange arrows let the user to search information related with each topic. So, if the user wants
to see what “Pamela Gennusa” did more on this conference (3), he/she just has to click on one of them
(as they are cyclic, it’s the same going to the right or to the left) . Clicking on one of the available topics
(London, in this case), more general information about it is presented (4), like related topics and resources.

1
2
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3
4
Figure 49: TOC navigation sequence

Using the indexes, the information is obtained in a quicker way but for that the user must know what
he/she is really looking for. Lets say that the user wants to know information of a specific author. The
sequence shows it.

1

2
Figure 50: Index navigation sequence

In this case, the chosen author was Adam Greissman (figure 50 - 1). Figure 50 - 2 shows the information
available for him: the company that he works for and the article that he wrote. Clicking on the first one, a
screen similar to this one will come up with the related topics and resources. The “Mention” (the
occurrence) leads the user to a screen similar to the one showed in the figure 49 -3.
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9 Deployment of Topic Maps Real Applications

9.1 Design of topic maps for specific information resources
Thematic Brochure example
The idea is that we have many brochures. Each one is represented by a TM document (at the moment just
one topic map was built – see annexes). Each document has then the structured information about the
respective brochure and here the benefits of using TM start appearing because the information is in a
structured way and associations are created. This allows a good navigational form. All the information is
linked, and so, makes sense. A virtual knowledge map is created for the Web or intranets. The aim is to
create customizable information routes so that the user can navigate more easily and efficiently trough
the information.

IGD
Dr
Stephan
Noll

A9

Electronic
Commerce
CCG
Dr
Adérito
Marcos
Kiosk-Systems
B2B Commerce

Figure 51: Thematic Brochure described as a Topic Map

The first step for building this topic map, was identifying topic types, occurrence role types and
association types. This generalization enabled the construction of a topic map template (figure 52)
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Topic types:

Brochure
Theme

Institutes
involved

Departments

Occurrence role types:

Association types:

Article

Is developed in / Develops

Web page

Has / is part of

Persons

Projects

Employs / works in
Is responsib le for /
is leaded by

Figure 52: Topic types, occurrence role types and association types
The topic map codification of one brochure is presented in the Annexes (chapter 13).

9.2 Proposed Architecture
The architecture presented here was developed with the aim of being used on the CORONET.
To authoring topic maps there is a necessity of having a tool that provides a GUI (Graphical User Interface)
that makes the authoring process more intuitive.
The idea is that anyone can create a topic map. So, one topic map doesn’t invalidate another one.
The aim is to allow, at the same time, creation, maintenance and delivery/publishing of the topic map.So,
an interface to enable the programmatic creation, manipulation and delivery of topic map structures,
should provided.
During the XML Europe 2000 conference, Step, Ontopia and Infoloom presented some tools (see chapter
7) that enable authoring of topic maps. Until this moment, it was not possible to try them out, although
it’s known some of its features that include most of the requirements presented here.
The requirements about the features that such tools should include will be now presented. It is not
supposed to be a complete description about all possible features, even because the main focus at this
moment is the visualization part (that can be included in the authoring tool as a “first rendering” of the
topic map to see how the information is displayed).
This tool should allow, creation of new topic maps or opening ones that already exist. A list of the topics,
associations, occurrences, scopes, etc could be presented on one part of the GUI. Then, features like add,
remove and delete would be available for manipulating such characteristics of the topic map.

The Merge and Query of topic maps are two features that are now bringing up a lot of discussing. They
should be considered also as features of the tool but at this time some important decisions are being
made by the XTM group to try to standardize these aspects.
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New
TM

Import /
Export

Save
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LIST
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Delete

Figure 53: GUI Example

9.2.1 Topic Map Viewer: Architecture
The architecture of the Topic Map Viewer consists of the following components (see Figure 54):
•

The topic map in the form of an XML document.

•

A presumed set of XSL documents.

•

An XSL processor, which treats the XML and XSL documents, rendering an HTML document
accessible by an Internet browser.

•

The User Interface that enables a common user to perform various operations on the topic map.

•

A centrally located Servlet for controlling the activity and performance of all the other
components.

XSL
DOCUMENT
SET

USER
INTERFACE
SERVLET

XML
DOCUMENT

XSL PROCESSOR

Figure 54: Topic Map Viewer architecture
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Basic functions:
•

The XML document and the selected XSL are fed into the Servlet.

•

The Servlet feeds both the XML and XSL documents into the XSL processor and receives an HTML
format.

•

The User Interface interacts with the Servlet in performing various operations on the XML
document and in selecting the corresponding XSL document for selectively processing the XML
document.

9.2.2 Topic Map Application: Architecture
The following picture shows the necessary components of a Topic Map Application. It will consists of
existing topic map components and customized components for integrating in the CORONET environment
and usage scenario.
The idea is to deal with distributed learning content that exists in several different formats and forms.
Using a Topic Maps Application that has the following architecture, should be possible to transform the
information in a structured form (into topic maps) according to the purposes of the Topic Map model,
creating then a linked information database where they are stored (created), maintained and modified.

Components of a Topic Map Application

Topic Map
Application
Distributed Learning
Content

Link Information Database
Experts
STEP X2X
Engine
(Adressing
Topics)
Linked Information Resources
Topic Map
Authorimg

Topic Map
Viewer/Navigator

Figure 55:Topic Maps Application components
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9.3 Demonstration Scenario
This chapter will describe the actual state of Topic Map tool developed with the purpose of being
integrated in the CORONET project.
This tool intends to be, for the moment, a simple example of what can be done applying the Topic Maps
model.
The software used for its development wasthe IBM Visual Age for Java v3.02. So, the tool was built with
Java language. The final objective is to have at the end an application that it could work in web
environments. The following description is based inn the “Visual Age version” and consists of an applet
that starts a java application. It’s probable that this architecture suffers some changes in future
developments.
This tool, as it was stated before, is just a demo. It is not supposed to be considered as a final work. A lot
of improvements must be done and also the publication of the XTM will help to decide which technical
solutions will be applied to solve problems like querying, merging, etc, topic maps. It doesn’t follow
strictly the architecture presented above, but it is based on it.
The following description intends to present the tool, but at the same time to identify some improvement
points to be made in the future.
An initial applet gives access to the Topic Map Editor/Viewer (figure 56).

Figure 56: Map Control
At this point it should be possible to decide if it’s wanted to create a new topic map or to access to an
existing one. So, the storage/load of topic maps should be considered in a next version.
Opening the viewer, we can start accessing to the available (no too many, at the moment) features.
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Figure 57: Topic Map Editor/Viewer – Topic List
The creation of new topics for the topic map is possible using the Add new topic button (figure 57).

Figure 58: Adding new topics
Using the Topic Editor, the name of the topic and the type (represented by a pre-defined icon), can be
defined, as also the address of its occurrence (although it can be defined, in this version it is not possible
to access it). With the actual solution, the user can just select a set of pre-defined topic types (icons), but it
happens that the user could have to define a new topic type that needs a non-existing icon and that
feature constitutes then an important requirement. If the idea of using icons for the topic types is adopted
for future versions, it’s important to provide a huge database of it, although sometimes it could be
difficult to find an appropriate icon that corresponds to a certain topic. That way should be also possible
to import icons (that could be specially created for a particular topic), using a Domain Editor. So, using this
editor, the user can define correctly the topic type. In this version, the name define for a topic is the same
used for display its name, but it’s important to remember that the model enables to define different types
of names for topics (see chapter 4.4.2.2). This editor could be a part of the Topic Editor. The Topic Editor
itself must be improved. Actually, it’s only possible to define occurrence for each topic, but the model
enables topics to have several occurrences (and to define occurrence roles). The use of XLink is a
possibility to be considered. Note that these aspect and others will be clarified after the publication of the
XTM technical specification.
After the topic creation, a description of the defined characteristics can be seen (figure 59).
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Figure 59: topic available information
Using a small hand, it’s possible to access to the other existing topics, providing then a way to navigate
trough the information.
Besides the type of the topic, represented by an icon, text should be also used to describe it (the same
situation for associations).
The occurrences should provide a way to access the information resources directly.
This screen (figure 59) is also accessible by clicking on the right mouse button when the user is seeing the
list of topics (accessible by the Topic List button). So, it’s possible to have the complete topic information.
Then maybe it’s unnecessary to have information of the associations and occurrences in the topic list. On
the other hand, it would be more useful, navigationally speaking, to have an Association list and an
Occurrence list.
Using the Map on/off feature, the user can obtain a graphical representation of the topic information
(figure 60)
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Figure 60: Visualization of the associations of a topic

This feature is interesting, but to make it even more interesting the tool should make it accessible directly
from the Topic List (and from the future Association List also), and enable to get some information (like
topic names, association types, etc) when the user passes the mouse trough the topics and associations.
The process of creating associations is not so intuitive. The user must select the first topic, then click in
Associate, and then choose the second topic. After this, he can define the type using again a pre-defined
list of icons, and enter a name for it. One topic cannot be associated with itself (but maybe in real life this
can happen. So, maybe this feature should be deactivated). In future developments, an Associator (the
associations editor) should be created. There, the user should choose from a list of topics, the first topic,
and then choose another one, or more, topics that it’s associated with, defining the association types and
role types. Once more icons are also used for defining associations. A Domain Editor like the one abovementioned for the Topic Editor should also be created to achieve these requirements.
Associations in Topic Maps are bi-directional. Defining one association between two topics, the tool
automatically defines it for both topics. That way, consulting one or another, the user will be aware of the
existing association. The edit and delete features should also be provided.
Very important in the future is to allow dealing with XML documents. Topic Maps will be expressed in
XML and they will probably to make use of other standards like XLink, XSL, etc, also expressed in XML.
One possible solution is to use the TM4J. TM4J is a small suite of Java packages that provide interfaces
and default implementations for the import, manipulation and export of Topic Maps encoded in an XML
format.
Several other improvements will be easier identified when the XTM specification is finished. Aspects like
querying, merging, etc, will be then clarified, enabling the right use of them.
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10 Outlook
There is actually a XML Topic Maps working group, under the name TopicMaps.org, that “pretends to
engage in technical, educational, and marketing activities to facilitate the creation and use of Topic
Maps” [Biezunsky, Newcomb 1999], focusing on, but not limited to, applications on the Web. It aims: to
develop, publish, maintain and promote a specification, known as XML Topic Maps (XTM), for the
expression of topic maps in XML; to recommend XTM to key organizations and initiatives; to provide a
forum for solving interoperability issues and for discussion of issues and technologies related to XTM; to
encourage the development of technology to support XTM; to find a consensus in the market about how
topic maps should be expressed in XML, and how the Topic Maps paradigm can be most readily exploited
in Web-based applications; to make possible to XTM topic maps to be merged with ISO/IEC 13250:2000
topic maps; and to develop uses cases for particular communities. The Topic Maps implementation can be
simplified, which is part of what XTM is about (e.g. to make available to public stuff some commonly used
concepts, so that can be used as references).
XTM specification is a subset of the syntax prescribed in ISO 13250 [Biezunsky, Newcomb 1999]. There
are some issues that must be solved before this specification is presented as a finished work:
•

There is a need to define a topic map query language that can answer to information requests
matching the right topics. Rafal Ksieskyk (from STEP Poland) presented in XML Europe 2000 a
TMQL (topic map query language). Basically is a generalisation of SQL but the decision of using it
or not is not decided yet.

•

The linking syntax is another problem to be solved. There are two alternative syntaxes: HyTime
varlink (variable link) and (“extended”) XLink. ISO 13250’s linking syntax uses the first one, which
is also an ISO standard (ISO/IEC 10744:1997). The second one is a W3C Recommendation. Which
should be adopted is the question, since both are not significantly different. (the only difference
should be related with the use of XPath, because it cannot address multiple targets and defining
the links as XLinks would solve that problem)

•

Predefined (and public) topics should be a requirement?

•

Topic map schema is a representation of the semantics of a topic map. “Whether this is actually
true is still an issue open for discussion; can the representation of semantics be the same as
semantics themselves? Or does anybody care?” as Geir Ove stated.

•

Class hierarchies and “special” associations (transitive, symmetrical, etc) and even templates
should be included explicitly in the specification?

•

The Groves5 should be used for topic map processing?

All these issues have not an answer yet but the problems are known and the specialists are working on
them for that in a near future this specification is real and enables to use in a global way the Topic Maps
model.

The future developments of a Topic Map tool for the CORONET project are not completed decided yet.
The project is giving the first steps and so, most of the implementation decisions are not taken for the
moment. Although, the actual application is just a small example of how a topic map tool could work.
Several features are missing, and if it’s a consensual decision, this version can be improved, although one
of the first improvements should rely on making possible to read XML documents and using XML
language for building topic maps (according to the ISO/IEC 13250:2000 syntax).

5

Groves are the graph representation of a set of nodes and their relationships. Groves are an abstract model for a given notation (e.g. XML). The Grove
construction process starts by reading a given notation with the notation processor - that knows how to construct a grove. The output of the notation processor is
a collection of nodes that represent the input The collection of nodes represent the grove.
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11 Conclusions
The existence of different theories, approaches and software that are similar to this new model, and the
interest of communities of KM and KO, mainly, as well as all features presented here, constitute a
motivation to adopt this powerful model.
Topics Maps is an ISO standard and so was designed for having extreme generality and flexibility, and
comprehensive utility in all system contexts. It tries to solve the information management problems,
finding a way to represent knowledge structures.
Having a concrete representation, expressed in XML, Topic Maps provide both a concrete syntax for the
expression of topics and associations, based also in XML Linking, and a mechanism for declaring specific
elements as topic maps components. Since Topic Maps are defined using an internationalized and
extensible interchange syntax, it’s possible then to visualize, collect and interchange knowledge.
Topic Maps intends to build a bridge between knowledge representation and information management. It
appears as a new map-based technology and aims to provide a navigation layer above the information
resources, creating then a virtual map that separates semantic connectivity from content.
The implementation of topic maps is a process that involves different and not so simple steps. The topic
map ontology must be well designed, for assuring that the map is consistent with the reality. There are
three potential areas of constraint on development: authoring tools, interface scalability, and
interoperability.
As showed in this document, some companies are already producing some Topic Maps software. It’s
important that this happen to enable to the communities to try in practice the advantages of the model.
Meanwhile, visualization of topic maps is an aspect in pure development. It is very useful to find
paradigms that enable to make use of the Topic Maps features. Although a new one was presented here,
its implementation was not possible until the moment, and it should involve some modifications,
according to the implementation needs (it depends if it’s 3D, 2D, etc).
The design of topics maps is a process that requires specific analysis of a given scenario. An Electronic
Commerce Brochure was the chosen scenario for exemplifying how this process works. This allowed to
put theory in practice and to be aware that the designer should know the most deeply he can, the
information resources that he is dealing with, for building a consistent topic map (with the right
associations, topic types, etc).
So, developing Topic Maps it’s not an easy task. It involves a lot of concepts, standards, and some missing
points (that are trying to be solved by the XTM initiative). Although, as it was explained, Topic Maps
model is a need, mainly for structuring the almost endless source of unstructured information: the Web.
This diploma thesis was made following some of the CORONET objectives. Because of that, the main
focus of this work is the Topic Map state of art and the deployment of a Topic Map application. This last
one is very important in the sense of proving that this concept can really be applied to the CORONET
scenario, helping it to create, access and manipulate information in an easier form. The “teachers” will
have more freedom preparing the “lessons”, although always creating good/successful learning
processes. The “students” will find the information in a more quicker, intuitive and correct way.
Steve Pepper said once that: “if a book without an index is like a country without a map, then perhaps
one day a world without Topic Maps will seem like a head without a brain”. Let’s wait to see…but
meanwhile maybe developers, content providers, builders of portals, and supporters of open standards
and open web should start considering to use the ISO 13250:2000 standard (or at least, taking a serious
look on it).
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12 Glossary
CG

Conceptual Graphs

CORONET

Corporate Software Engineering Knowledge Networks for Improved Training of the Work
Force

DTD

Document Type Definition

GTK--

predominant C++ layer for GTK+.

GTK+

an Open Source Free Software GUI Toolkit, primarily developed for use with the X Window
System

HyTime

Hypermedia Time based structuring language

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

KM

Knowledge Management

KO

Knowledge Organization

NS

Notion System

PSI

Public Subject Identifier

SGML

Standard Generalized Markup Language

Unices

plural form of "Unix". Its use is meant to indicate that the program doesn't solely runs on
Linux but, provided that there's a GNU environment installed, can be compiled on other
flavors of Unix-like operating systems as well.

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

XLink

XML Linking Language

XML

Extended Markup Language

XPath

XML Path Language: declarative language for locating nodes or list of nodes in XML trees

XPointer

XML Pointer Language

XSL

Extensible Stylesheet Language

XSLT

XSL Transformations

XTM

XML Topic Maps initiative

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

Ontology

Study of the categories of things that exist or may exist in some domain (e.g. catalog of
types, collection of names for concept and relation types, …)
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14 Annexes
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<topicmap
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink/namespace">

<!-- defining the topic types -->
<topic id="brchr">
<topname>
<basename>Brochure Theme</basename>
</topname>
</topic>
<topic id="inst">
<topname>
<basename>Intitute</basename>
</topname>
</topic>
<topic id="dep">
<topname>
<basename>Department</basename>
</topname>
</topic>
<topic id="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Person</basename>
</topname>
</topic>
<topic id="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>Project</basename>
</topname>
</topic>

<!-- topics and occurrences -->
<topic id="tbec" types="brchr">
<topname>
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<basename>Electronic Commerce brochure</basename>
<dispname>Electronic Commerce</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Introduction"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Electronic Commerce Brochure Introduction">
</topic>
<topic id="ti1" types="inst">
<topname>
<basename>Innternational Network of Instituitions for avanced education, training and R&D in
Computer Graphics technology, systems and applications</basename>
<dispname>INI-GraphicsNet</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="INI-Graphics Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="ti2" types="inst">
<topname>
<basename>Institute for Computer Graphics</basename>
<dispname>IGD</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="IGD Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="ti3" types="inst">
<topname>
<basename>Centro de Computacao Gráfica</basename>
<dispname>CCG</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="CCG Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
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</topic>
<topic id="ti4" types="inst">
<topname>
<basename>Zentrum für Graphische Datenverarbeitung</basename>
<dispname>ZGDV</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="ZGDV Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="ti5" types="inst">
<topname>
<basename>Center for Research in Computer Graphics</basename>
<dispname>CRCG</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="CRCG Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>

<topic id="td1" types="dep">
<topname>
<basename>Z4</basename>
<dispname>Electronic Business & Information Visualization</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Z4 Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="td2" types="dep">
<topname>
<basename>Z1</basename>
<dispname>Intelligent Online Services</dispname>
</topname>
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<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Z1 Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="td3" types="dep">
<topname>
<basename>A8</basename>
<dispname>Security Technology for Graphics and Communication Systems</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="A8 Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="td4" types="dep">
<topname>
<basename>A9</basename>
<dispname>Communication and Cooperation</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="A9 Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>
<topic id="td5" types="dep">
<topname>
<basename>DST</basename>
<dispname>Department of Digital Security Technology</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="Contact"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="DST Contact (Address, Telephones, ...)">
</topic>

<topic id="tp1" types="prsn">
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<topname>
<basename>José Encarnacao</basename>
<dispname>Prof. Dr. José Encarnacao</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp2" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Fritz Loseries</basename>
<dispname>Fritz Loseries</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp3" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Adérito Fernandes Marcos</basename>
<dispname>Dr. Adérito Fernandes Marcos</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp4" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Jürgen Bund</basename>
<dispname>Jürgen Bund</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
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xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp5" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Gabriele Englert</basename>
<dispname>Dr. Gabriele Englert</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp6" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Cristoph Busch</basename>
<dispname>Dr. Cristoph Busch</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp7" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Stefan Noll</basename>
<dispname>Dr. Stefan Noll</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp8" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Jian Zhao</basename>
<dispname>Dr. Jian Zhao</dispname>
</topname>
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<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp9" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Detlef Krömker</basename>
<dispname>Dr. Detlef Krömler</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
</topic>
<topic id="tp10" types="prsn">
<topname>
<basename>Bernad Luckacin</basename>
<dispname>Bernad Luckacin</dispname>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="data"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Personal Data">
<occurs occrl="history"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="INI-GraphicsNet History">
</topic>

<topic id="tpr1" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>Globalisation and the Competitive Edge</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">Globalisation and the Competitive Edge</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>Globalisierung und Wettbewerbsvorsprung</basename>
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<dispname scope="German official name">Globalisierung und Wettbewerbsvorsprung</basename>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>
<topic id="tpr2" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>Kiosk-Systems</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">Kiosk-Sytems</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>Kiosksysteme</basename>
<dispname scope="German official name">Kiosksysteme</basename>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>
<topic id="tpr3" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>Customer Care</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">Customer Care</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>Kundenpflege in Unternehmen</basename>
<dispname scope="German official name">Kundenpflege in Unternehmen</basename>
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</topname>
<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>
<topic id="tpr4" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>Online-Shopping and Distribution</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">Online-Shopping and Distribution</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>Online-Shopping unt Vertrieb</basename>
<dispname scope="German official name">Online-Shopping unt Vertrieb</basename>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>
<topic id="tpr5" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>B2B Commerce</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">Business to Business Commerce</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>B2B Commerce</basename>
<dispname scope="German official name">Business to Business Commerce</basename>
</topname>
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<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>
<topic id="tpr6" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>Security</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">Security?</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>Sicherheit</basename>
<dispname scope="German official name">Sicherheit?</basename>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>
<topic id="tpr7" types="prjt">
<topname>
<basename>3D Product Marketing and Navigation</basename>
<dispname scope="English official name">3D Product Marketing and Navigation</basename>
</topname>
<topname>
<basename>3D-Produktmarketing und Navigation</basename>
<dispname scope="German official name">3D-Produktmarketing und Navigation</basename>
</topname>
<occurs occrl="project" scope="English Version"
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xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in english">
<occurs occrl="project" scope="German Version"
xlink:type="locator"
xlink:href="..."
xlink:title="Project Description in german">
</topic>

<! -- associations -->
<assoc types="ISDEVELOPEDDEVELOPS">
<assocrl role="IS_DEVELOPED_IN" href="#tbec"/>
<assocrl role="DEVELOPS" href="#ti2"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="ISDEVELOPEDDEVELOPS">
<assocrl role="IS_DEVELOPED_IN" href="#tbec"/>
<assocrl role="DEVELOPS" href="#ti3"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="ISDEVELOPEDDEVELOPS">
<assocrl role="IS_DEVELOPED_IN" href="#tbec"/>
<assocrl role="DEVELOPS" href="#ti4"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="ISDEVELOPEDDEVELOPS">
<assocrl role="IS_DEVELOPED_IN" href="#tbec"/>
<assocrl role="DEVELOPS" href="#ti5"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="HASPARTOF">
<assocrl role="HAS" href="#ti4"/>
<assocrl role="IS_PART_OF" href="#td1"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="HASPARTOF">
<assocrl role="HAS" href="#ti4"/>
<assocrl role="IS_PART_OF" href="#td2"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="HASPARTOF">
<assocrl role="HAS" href="#ti2"/>
<assocrl role="IS_PART_OF" href="#td3"/>
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</assoc>
<assoc types="HASPARTOF">
<assocrl role="HAS" href="#ti2"/>
<assocrl role="IS_PART_OF" href="#td4"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="HASPARTOF">
<assocrl role="HAS" href="#ti5"/>
<assocrl role="IS_PART_OF" href="#td5"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti2"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp6"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti2"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp7"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti2"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp9"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti3"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp3"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti3"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp4"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti4"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp5"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti4"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp2"/>
</assoc>
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<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti5"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp8"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="EMPLOYSWORKSFOR">
<assocrl role="EMPLOYS" href="#ti1"/>
<assocrl role="WORKS_FOR" href="#tp10"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp2"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr1"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp2"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr5"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp2"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr7"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp3"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr2"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp4"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr2"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp5"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr3"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp5"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr4"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
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<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp6"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr4"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp6"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr6"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp7"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr5"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp8"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr6"/>
</assoc>
<assoc types="RESPONSABLELEADED">
<assocrl role="IS_RESPONSABLE_FOR" href="#tp9"/>
<assocrl role="IS_LEADED_BY" href="#tpr7"/>
</assoc>
</topicmap>
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